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One Work is a unique series of books published by Afterall, based at
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in London. Each book
presents a single work of art considered in detail by a single author. The
focus of the series is on contemporary art and its aim is to provoke debate
about signiﬁcant moments in art’s recent development.
Over the course of more than one hundred books, important works will
be presented in a meticulous and generous manner by writers who
believe passionately in the originality and signiﬁcance of the works
about which they have chosen to write. Each book contains a comprehensive and detailed formal description of the work, followed by a critical
mapping of the aesthetic and cultural context in which it was made and
has gone on to shape. The changing presentation and reception of the
work throughout its existence is also discussed, and each writer stakes a
claim on the inﬂuence ‘their’ work has on the making and understanding of other works of art.
The books insist that a single contemporary work of art (in all of its
diﬀerent manifestations), through a unique and radical aesthetic
articulation or invention, can aﬀect our understanding of art in general.
More than that, these books suggest that a single work of art can literally
transform, however modestly, the way we look at and understand the
world. In this sense the One Work series, while by no means exhaustive,
will eventually become a veritable library of works of art that have made
a diﬀerence.
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A Missed Encounter
Deleuze Monument, Avignon
‘Don’t bother with that one – it’s been dismantled.’ Such was the tenor of my
cousin’s advice concerning Thomas Hirschhorn’s Deleuze Monument
(2000, fig.1–14) as I perused the programme of ‘La Beauté’ (‘Beauty’), an
exhibition of artists’ projects in Avignon in 2000.1 I had only one day available, so I was glad not to have to go to the Cité Champfleury, the public housing project on the edge of the city where the artist had installed his work. It
would have involved venturing outside of the city’s medieval walls that
encircle the pedestrian-friendly zone in which the rest of ‘La Beauté’ was
being presented. I would have had to locate the right bus and then find my
way around a quartier sensible, as such neighbourhoods are euphemistically called in France, alluding to their mix of poverty and violence. With
little more thought, then, I crossed Deleuze Monument off my to-see list.
Only some years later did this failed encounter with Deleuze Monument
take on new significance for me. Upon beginning a research project about
art practices that teeter on the verge of disappearance – precarious practices
in the sense that they are ‘liable to fail; exposed to risk, hazardous; insecure,
unstable’, to quote the Oxford English Dictionary2 – I could not help but
think of Deleuze Monument’s dismantlement. To try and recover the history of this missed artwork, I consulted its thorough documentation: the
bound photocopies of Deleuze Monument: Les Documents, self-published
by Hirschhorn in 2000;3 the colour photographs archived in his studio;
commentary gleaned from interviews and writings at the time and in retrospect; and a 25-minute documentary film directed by Coraly Suard, which
combines footage of Deleuze Monument’s construction and opens with retrospective interviews with some of the participants.4
Thus I have imagined trying to find my way, in that summer of 2000,
among the buildings of the Cité Champfleury in search of Deleuze
Monument. Since there was little or no signage (as some visitors complained), I would have very likely felt a little lost. Maybe I would have asked
for directions, or wandered until I caught a glimpse, from a distance, of a
bright blue sculpture, a large rectangular cabin and a tree standing out
among others, surrounded by colourful objects (fig.2). All three stood, strung
together by fairy lights, on an area of bare ground in front of one of the cité’s
block of flats. Walking through this leafy, indeterminate space – neither
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park nor wasteland – I might have come across residents parking their cars,
children kicking a football about or older men playing a game of pétanque.
Perhaps some of the young men from the cité would have come to greet me,
and to tell me how they had helped Hirschhorn build Deleuze Monument.
Or perhaps I would have been left to discover the work’s diverse components for myself. Incongruously lying on one of the rare patches of lawn, an
artificial rock-like shape (fig.3), for example, might have caught my eye. I
would have read, on top of its covering of grey plastic, this inscription of a
statement by the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, in uneven golden block
capitals: ‘Les fictions par lesquelles les forces réactives triomphent forment
le plus bas de la pensée, la manière dont elle reste inactive et s’occupe à ne
pas penser.’ (‘The fictions through which reactive forces triumph form the
most base element in thought, the way in which it remains inactive and busies itself with not thinking.’)5 Far from a didactic explanation of either
Deleuze Monument or Deleuze’s thinking, this rather cryptic fragment
would certainly have raised more questions than it answered. What are
these ‘fictions’? Who is responsible for these ‘reactive forces’? And what
could ‘active’ thinking be?
Nearby, I would have stumbled upon an untidy sprawl, reminiscent of
the kind of shrines that are improvised in the street after a tragic accident,
and seen brightly coloured objects and cardboard signs strung with striped
red-and-white barrier tape from the branches of a tree or scattered around
its trunk (fig.4–6). Photocopied photographs of Deleuze; teddy bears; yellow, blue and orange balloons; flowers wrapped in plastic; and candles
placed in coloured plastic basins – all mingled with a profusion of messages
dedicated to the philosopher. Hanging from the tree, a green heart-shaped
sign bore photocopies of a text about Deleuze, which were surrounded by
cut-out yellow hearts and the handwritten words ‘Je t’aime’ and ‘Tu me
manques tellement’ (‘I miss you so much’). Placed on the ground, another
piece of cardboard bore the words ‘Tu es vraiment le plus fort’ (‘You really
are the best’), while a cushion-like object covered in yellow plastic proclaimed in bold black capitals: ‘Deleuze soleil de ma vie’ (‘Deleuze, sunshine
of my life’).
Other signs elsewhere in this altar to Deleuze would have invited me to
read the philosopher’s work and ponder his legacy – for example, ‘Qui après
Deleuze?’ (‘After Deleuze, who?’). Along with quotations from his writings,
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the shrine included photocopies from his books as well as sentences summarising his ideas, all providing insight into what Hirschhorn ostensibly
admires in the author’s philosophy. When Hirschhorn declared, in another
sign, that ‘Deleuze a animé le fossile’ (‘Deleuze has brought the fossil to life’,
fig.7), he seemed to be referring to the philosopher’s discussion, in his 1983
book L’Image-mouvement: Cinéma 1: (Cinema 1: The Movement-Image), of
cinematic images as ‘radioactive fossils’ that radiate meaning beyond their
apparently inert state. Hirschhorn was similarly trying to animate the
‘radioactive fossils’ of Deleuze’s thought. Wavy squiggles surrounding this
quotation, like the radiating wave-like lines in other signs in the altar, communicated, comic book-style, a sense of movement and energy.
As a portrait in fragments, a portable memorial to be dismantled,
Hirschhorn’s altar to Deleuze resonated with the philosopher’s particular
brand of thought in motion (‘pensée en mouvement’, as mentioned in
another sign). Sprawling and dispersed, the work also appeared to follow
the ebb and flow of the artist’s changing interests and of the varying intensities of his devotion. A philosopher only lives – ‘Deleuze Toujours Vivant’
(‘Deleuze is still alive’) a placard declared – through the minds and hearts of
his readers.6 A quotation reproduced from Deleuze’s 1977 book Dialogues,
co-authored with his former student Claire Parnet, explained that one word
can be replaced with another if it does not suit us, and concludes that if each
person were to make this effort, everyone would understand each other. In
borrowing these words was the artist inviting visitors to replace one object
from the altar with another, to insert our own thoughts about Deleuze and
philosophy or to create our own shrine to our favourite thinker? Perhaps in
this way the altar gave form to the active thinking evoked in the Deleuze
quotation first encountered on the rock.
In contrast to the informal altar, the figurative sculpture of Gilles
Deleuze’s bust that constituted another central element in Deleuze
Monument came closer to traditional monuments. This outsized portrait,
made by the artist in his Paris studio, appeared cartoonish, almost grotesque: the philosopher’s face, constructed out of a rough wood and cardboard structure entirely covered with bright-blue garbage bags, was so
bluntly defined as to be unrecognisable. Hence the need to emboss the philosopher’s name in capital letters on the sculpture’s large pedestal, which in
turn was placed on top of a bench-like plinth made out of pallets and
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chipboard planks, also covered with the blue plastic bags. In photographs,
residents are seen congregating around the sculpture, sitting on the pedestal
with their backs to the monumental bust, casually chatting and hanging out.
Children evidently enjoyed climbing all over this sculpture – one photograph
shows a little boy nestling in the space between Deleuze’s chin and folded
arms, a raised foot tickling the figure’s left ear.
A neon-lit, shack-like structure made out of plywood and clear plastic
sheeting and assembled with packing tape comprised the final element of
Deleuze Monument (fig.8–14). There I could have sat on a plastic chair or an
old sofa, read some of the books by and about Deleuze displayed on shelves
(the selection included English and Arabic translations) or watched a video
on one of four television monitors (fig.11 and 14). Available for viewing was
the series of 35 VHS videotapes of Deleuze’s Abécédaire, filmed for French
television in 1988–89 (on the condition, as requested by the philosopher, that
they would only be shown posthumously).7 In this lengthy interview with
Claire Parnet, Deleuze provides a highly entertaining and stimulating
example of a kind of ‘concrete’ philosophy, as he called it, in action. Over
seven and a half hours, Deleuze weaves his often highly complex philosophical concepts into mundane childhood reminiscences, reflections on pets or
tennis playing (he admires Björn Borg as much as Nietzsche or Marcel
Proust), animated rants against doctors or the media and thoughts about
food and drink (he confesses to favouring a ‘holy trinity’ of brains, marrow
and tongue, and shares his insights on his alcoholic past).
In addition to Abécédaire, I could have watched three integrated videos
conceived in 2000 for Deleuze Monument: Le Temps est trouble (Time is
troubled), a Deleuze-inspired monologue by the writer Manuel Joseph,
Hirschhorn’s friend and frequent collaborator; Passages, a video made by
writer Jean-Charles Masséra with some of the young people of the cité; and
L’Abécédaire de Jefel, written and read by Jefel Goudjil, the youth leader of
the Maison pour Tous (the neighbourhood community centre).
Though a sign in the altar celebrated Deleuze as a ‘penseur joyeux de la
confusion’ (‘a joyous thinker of confusion’) – and the philosopher’s zest for
life is vividly apparent in his Abécédaire – it is less than certain that Deleuze
Monument was particularly lively outside the project’s festive three-day
opening, during which most of the existing documentary photographs and
footage were taken. They show Champfleury residents gathering to hear
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music and to eat and drink at trestle tables, families jostling in the library
and children playing everywhere. In the press reviews, a journalist reports
watching two little girls lighting candles for the Deleuze altar before smilingly informing him, ‘On fait la fête pour Gilles’ (‘We’re having a party for
Gilles’).8 An eight-year-old girl ran up to another journalist to ask him, ‘Eh,
tu connais Gilles Deleuze?’ (‘Hey, have you heard of Gilles Deleuze?’), while
another child informed one of the official guests, ‘C’est un mec super!’ (‘He’s
a cool dude!’)9 – ‘as if he were speaking of Zidane’, the critic for Le Monde
noted.10 In Coraly Suard’s film, one of the participants retrospectively
reflects on the ‘joy’ that came through during the opening celebrations. The
real ‘beauty’ of Deleuze Monument, he concludes, lay in ‘la beauté des gens’
(‘the beauty of the people’).
Precariousness
Two months after this joyful opening and two months before the planned
end of ‘La Beauté’, the artist decided, with the residents, to dismantle
Deleuze Monument between the 25–28 July. In retrospective notes regarding the ‘end of the Deleuze Monument’, Hirschhorn mentions that the theft
of one of the video players in the library was one of the events that triggered
a sequence of decisions, which, among other factors, led him to conclude
that ‘Le projet avait atteint ses limites dans la durée’ (‘The project had
reached its limits in terms of its duration’).11 Elsewhere in the artist's selfpublished documentation about the project, I read an exchange of letters
between the artist and Hervé Laurent, a Swiss art critic who had been beaten
up and robbed during his visit to Deleuze Monument with his partner on the
evening of 29 June.12 Was fear, I wondered, the real reason that I – a white,
middle-class woman whose self-protection instincts are fed and alarmed by
prejudice far more than I care to admit – had been secretly relieved to not to
‘have to go’ to the Cité Champfleury? Are the ‘reactive forces’ against which
‘active’ thinking is supposed to fight, according to Deleuze, not specifically
those that assume that art and philosophy can never find a place in an
impoverished housing estate?
At the time, Deleuze Monument’s early dismantlement was added to a
long tab of mishaps, local frustrations and discontents vis-à-vis ‘La Beauté’.
Organised by the well-known French curator Jean de Loisy, it was a spectacularly expensive exhibition, which coincided with Avignon’s tenure as
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European Capital of Culture, and had been lavishly supported by the French
Ministry of Culture’s Mission 2000 en France, a programme funding celebrations of the millennium across the country. In addition to Deleuze
Monument, a number of works in ‘La Beauté’ were no longer visible to visitors arriving late in the summer: screenings had been cancelled because of
low attendance, and one venue was shut down after water damage. For
practical or administrative reasons, some major commissions had even
failed to open altogether. Although the initial funding was very generous, the
project went substantially over budget, to the point that a whole article in Le
Monde would be dedicated to the ‘economic tribulations’ of ‘La Beauté’.13 In
this context, Deleuze Monument could be dismissed as another instance of
an overambitious curator’s ill-judged initiatives and disconnect from practical realities on the ground.
Human beings, rather than natural erosion or disasters, certainly contributed to the early dismantlement of Deleuze Monument. Such a distinction is fundamental to Hirschhorn, who highlighted it for the first time as he
was starting to work on Deleuze Monument.14 Crucially, the artist would
define his work as ‘precarious’ rather than ‘ephemeral’, precisely because
humans ‘decide and determine how long the work lasts’ whereas the ‘term
“ephemeral” comes from nature’ and ‘nature doesn’t make decisions’.15
Indeed, the word precarious – from the Latin for ‘pray’ – originally meant,
as the OED informs us, ‘held or enjoyed by the favour of and at the pleasure
of another person’.
Dependent on human decisions, then, rather than the natural cycles of
birth, erosion and decay favoured by Land art, for example, a precarious
artwork effectively dramatises its own existence as a material object that
needs to be recognised as such by others. The disappearance of Hirschhorn’s
public works is just as important as their appearance and presence: it is in
this uncertain interval itself, between appearance and disappearance, that
the work exists. ‘I want … my work to fight … for its own existence, for its
survival’, Hirschhorn stated in the early 1990s.16 In a 2000 interview with
Okwui Enwezor, he would reiterate this desire ‘to make work that must
fight to exist no matter where’.17 ‘No matter where’ would have included, by
then, museums, galleries and major institutional exhibitions, as well as the
streets, festivals and alternative spaces where he had begun showing his
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work. Had Deleuze Monument, then, lost its battle ‘for its own existence’?
Why, in fact, had it not survived until the end of the exhibition?
Deleuze Monument’s fundamental instability, contingent on human
actions and decisions, is what I want to explore here. It is precisely because
it was dismantled earlier than planned that Deleuze Monument can best
reveal how a precarious work functions, the kinds of battles it must wage to
survive and the possibilities that it opens up for new forms of engagement.
Drawing on the artist’s publication, which documents Deleuze Monument
less as a physical object (the definition of the photocopied images is very
poor) than as a process, I will narrate the history of Deleuze Monument’s
appearance and disappearance and examine two central features of its
inherent precariousness: the use of perishable materials and the work’s
inscription in public space. Hirschhorn’s unique brand of precariousness is
related to the closely connected tropes of failure and participation that featured prominently in artistic practices and debates in the 1990s. Thus, the
abruptly curtailed lifespan of Deleuze Monument not only raises questions
central to Hirschhorn’s work, but also prompts a more general reflection on
what the artist has called the ‘beauty of precariousness’, which seems to
emerge at a specific intersection of reality, politics and aesthetics.18 My visit,
thirteen years after my missed encounter, to Hirschhorn’s memorably
vibrant Gramsci Monument (2013, fig.27–28) in New York would serve to
confirm, in my eyes, the crucial role of Deleuze Monument as both a
moment of transition in the artist’s work and an important starting point for
thinking about precarious art in public space.19
The Story
Decisions
Some time around 1998 or 1999, Hirschhorn decided that he would build
four Monuments, each dedicated to a thinker whose work he loved and
admired above all for its critical stance. As he would explain, the number
four simply corresponded to the number of corners on a sheet of paper.20
The four figures would be Baruch Spinoza, Gilles Deleuze, Georges Bataille
and Antonio Gramsci. The first monument, dedicated to Spinoza, would be
created in Amsterdam for a group exhibition in the red-light district in the
spring of 1999.21 The location and date of the next three had yet to be
determined.
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By the time Deleuze Monument, the second to be realised in the series,
opened in Avignon, Hirschhorn had already presented two more related
projects in public spaces, which I will list here before returning to them in
more detail. In the first, four Altars (each similar to the one included in
Deleuze Monument) were dedicated to four individuals: the artists Otto
Freundlich and Piet Mondrian and the writers Ingeborg Bachmann and
Raymond Carver.22 In another project, Hirschhorn had started to exhibit
eight Kiosks in a single venue, the lobby of a scientific research department
on the Irchel campus of Universität Zürich, over three years, from 1999 to
2002. The Kiosks were cardboard pavilions, each containing information
and documentation about a different artist or writer including Ingeborg
Bachmann, Emmanuel Bove, Otto Freundlich, Fernand Léger, Emil Nolde,
Meret Oppenheim, Ljobov Popova and Robert Walser.23
Some time around September 1999, Hirschhorn began to plan Deleuze
Monument as a four-part structure. If Spinoza Monument had been ‘modest’, as the artist has stated, Deleuze Monument would be more ambitious.24
Since guaranteed funding was one of the great advantages of a commission
such as the one received from de Loisy, Hirschhorn could expand the
Monuments idea in Avignon. Lasting only two weeks, Spinoza Monument
(fig.18) had primarily consisted of a figurative sculpture of the philosopher
(which, like the Deleuze bust, was made out of a wooden structure covered
in plastic bags, which were black in this case) framed by two little flags (one
red, one green) and lit up at night. A niche in its base included an integrated
video and books by and on Spinoza, to be consulted by passers-by (as a sign
informed them). Deleuze Monument would thus combine a sculpture like
Spinoza Monument; an altar to Deleuze resembling those that Hirschhorn
had previously constructed for Bachmann, Carver, Freundlich and
Mondrian; and a library-pavilion that would allow visitors to spend time
reading books and watching videos, if they wished, as in the Kiosks.
In Amsterdam, Hirschhorn had located Spinoza Monument near a sex
shop because its owner was willing to provide electricity to light up the
sculpture and power the video monitor. He enjoyed collaborating with this
businessman, and valued his discussions with some of the passers-by, neighbours and local policemen. In Avignon, Hirschhorn wanted to engage more
directly with the local residents, by involving them in the project's construction and relying on them to run Deleuze Monument for the duration of the
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exhibition. Tasks would include keeping the work clean and safe, welcoming visitors and providing them, as well as the neighbours, with information.
Whereas Spinoza Monument had, like many of the artist’s previous works
in public space, deliberately risked going unnoticed, Deleuze Monument
would be made for the Avignonnais; and, as Hirschhorn insisted in his earliest project description, it would be made with them.
Where to go, then, if he wanted to work with the population of Avignon?
More than in any of his previous works in public space, the choice of Deleuze
Monument’s location would be a primary concern. This was not because it
was conceived as a site-specific work, an approach that Hirschhorn had
only briefly toyed with at that time – specifically in his plan to build, in
Hanover in 2000, a Kurt Schwitters-Platform at the location of Schwitters’s
destroyed Merzbau.25 As with the Altars, the idea for Deleuze Monument
clearly preceded the choice of its location, which had little more connection
to Deleuze’s biography than the fact that the philosopher was French.
Spinoza’s Dutch origins had played a part in Hirschhorn’s creation of
Spinoza Monument in Amsterdam, but the choice of the red-light district
had been determined by the curators as the premise of their exhibition
‘Midnight Walkers and City Sleepers’. Most other works in this Amsterdam
exhibition, noted Hirschhorn, had failed to ‘appeal’ to an ‘audience’ outside
those ‘interested and informed’.26 In contrast, Hirschhorn had closely
observed the ‘nexus of meanings’ and the possibilities for collaboration and
discussion tied to Spinoza Monument’s placement in that specific district.27
As a result, he understood that where he would place Deleuze Monument
would determine with whom he would engage.
Rather than searching for a specific audience or community, though,
Hirschhorn simply wanted to approach the ‘residents of Avignon’. His
choice of location would be based on a simple observation: tourists and spectators of Avignon’s cultural activities only visited the old city, inside the historical walls, when in fact 80 per cent of the Avignonnais actually lived outside these ramparts. Avignon still appears to replicate, in a much more
exaggerated form, a pattern common to most French cities: the inequalities
between the rich within the city and the poor in the banlieues; between an
attractive, marketable city centre and huge, often destitute housing projects
held out of sight and out of mind. By locating Deleuze Monument outside
the historical city, Hirschhorn was pointedly setting himself apart as a
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participant in ‘La Beauté’, an exhibition explicitly celebrating Avignon as
cultural attraction and UNESCO-designated World Heritage Site: his chosen location also served to comment on the city walls as a ‘social and political’ division between the rich minority and poor majority. Art, culture and
philosophy, the artist decided, could also be shown where regular people live
– that is, in the ‘Grand Avignon’, outside the ramparts. Choosing to create
Deleuze Monument in a poor housing estate, deprived even of benches or a
football net, as the artist noticed, made more sense in his eyes than locating it
‘somewhere doté de tout’, or fully equipped, let alone in a beautiful tourist
attraction.28
In the catalogue for ‘La Beauté’, Hirschhorn’s work is listed as part of the
exhibition circuit entitled ‘La Belle ville’ (‘The Beautiful City’).29 Built with
cheap materials in a cité that was considered unattractive, Deleuze
Monument clearly suggested a definition of the ‘beautiful city’ at odds with
the atmospheric contemporary art installations that had been installed at
the Palais des Papes and in historical churches (by La Monte Young or Shirin
Neshrat, for example) as well as with the brightly coloured decorations
around the city designed by haute couture celebrity Christian Lacroix. The
‘beauty’ of philosophy, Deleuze explains in Abécédaire, lays in the ‘absolutely necessary’ possibility of its being read by non-philosophers: a peasant
or merchant can read Spinoza or Nietzsche while a philosopher himself
must be able to read such philosophers in an entirely ‘non-philosophical’
way.30 With such an argument Deleuze might have given Hirschhorn further permission to make art with non-specialists in the non-artistic space of
the Cité Champfleury.
Responsibilities, Realities
Initially intent on becoming a graphic designer when he studied design at
and graduated in 1983 from the Schule für Gestaltung Zürich (Zürich
School of Design), Hirschhorn was quickly disappointed to find out that
even politically engaged designers such as the Grapus group, whom he had
hoped to collaborate with, worked on commission and could not shape their
work independently. ‘I wanted to be free, and responsible for my work’, he
realised.31 Freedom and responsibility were, indeed, intrinsically related in
his eyes; having no patron entailed both. For the serious-minded graduate
who wanted to find a way of working ‘politically’, art arose as the only
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option, whatever its shortcomings. What Hirschhorn came to understand,
above all, was that ‘to be an artist is not a question of form or of content, it’s a
question of responsibility’.32
Artists, according to Hirschhorn, are responsible for all their decisions
as well as for that which occurs within the work but is outside of their control. Hirschhorn claims to be responsible for every one of his actions because
he sets them in motion: he took full responsibility for his initial choice of
locating Deleuze Monument in the Cité Louis Gros, visiting, meeting and
talking with residents beforehand. When the Cité Louis Gros residents’
association circulated an open letter three months before the start of the
monument’s construction stating their refusal to house it in their cité and
asking everyone concerned to follow them in rejecting the project,
Hirschhorn wrote a letter in response firmly stating that he would not consider cancelling the project; he could not let down the young people with
whom he had promised to work. Deleuze Monument must go ahead. ‘JE
DOIS LE FAIRE’ (‘I MUST DO IT’), he declared.33
When, following the residents’ refusal, supported by local councillor
Alain Dufaut, the city council refused to give their authorisation to build the
work on that site, the artist wrote further letters to ask for help, and worked
with the local media to publicise his difficulties and drum up support for the
project. Meanwhile, he ploughed ahead, renting a storage space, signing
work-experience contracts for three art-school interns and setting up the
salaries of the resident teams involved in the construction of the work. He
also tried, without success, to ask for additional funding when he realised
that he had underestimated the wages required for the work’s maintenance.
When Jean de Loisy was reluctant to help Hirschhorn secure the necessary city council permission, the artist hired a lawyer, who proved that the
responsibility for clearing this authorisation lay with the curator. The artist’s decision to involve a lawyer marks a significant distinction between
legal responsibility and artistic responsibility. For Hirschhorn, his artistic
responsibility lay only in carrying out the project to its realisation, not dealing with official authorisations. He also objected to the district council’s
proposition of an alternative site, which was supported by Jean de Loisy,
and insisted on affirming the independence of his artistic choice.
Although he was willing to bypass official bureaucracy, Hirschhorn did
take the refusal of the residents’ association seriously, even if he did not
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believe it to be representative of everyone’s opinion at the Cité Louis Gros.
After searching for alternatives with his team, and asking residents in two
alternative cités for their agreement, a new location was found for Deleuze
Monument in the Cité Champfleury, and construction began.34
During the construction, when half pallets acquired as building materials were stolen, Hirschhorn gathered his team to ask them to pledge their
vigilance. When video players and televisions in the library-pavilion were
stolen the day before the opening, Hirschhorn confided to the suspected
thief that the project would have to be cancelled if the stolen materials were
not found.35 They mysteriously reappeared that same evening. Deleuze
Monument was ready, as planned, for the opening days of ‘La Beauté’ on
25–27 May. ‘We had to get worked up [s’énerver] about everything,’ art student Sandrine Dupuy remembered, ‘and Thomas is quite good at that.’ She
spoke of his ‘faith’, his willpower (‘volonté’);36 the local press underlined his
stubbornness and ‘tenacity’ when confronted with a real ‘parcours du combattant’ (‘assault course’).37
During the exhibition, further events would test Hirschhorn’s sense of
responsibility. Two major points of crisis come to the fore in the artist’s correspondence with Hervé Laurent after he was attacked during his visit to
Deleuze Monument. Though he does not blame Hirschhorn for what happened in his account of the attack, Laurent nevertheless includes a direct
criticism of the artist’s choice of location: Deleuze Monument was truly dangerous because it operated like a ‘trap’, in which he and his partner served as
‘prey’ for the violence raging in that neighbourhood. ‘I can’t help holding
against you this naïvety, this angelic-ness [angélisme] which made you
believe that, with this monument … an impossible encounter could be possible’: such ‘tense … violent … conditions cannot allow it’.38
Laurent, who knew and admired Hirschhorn’s work, specifically targeted the artist’s own statements and positions. Firstly, Laurent quoted
Hirschhorn’s response to the residents who had refused to house Deleuze
Monument in its planned location in the Cité Louis Gros. To the residents
and local politician concerned about the risks of increased delinquency and
disorder linked to the presence of the monument, the artist had firmly
answered that the work ‘was not likely to bring insecurity to the neighbourhood’. Rather than provoking violence, it would ‘shed light, a light on ideas,
a reflection, a vision of the world’, he explained, and insisted that he was not
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being naïve.39 According to Laurent, the artist had been naïve, and no light
was possible in a neighbourhood ruled by ‘blind violence’.40 Such criticism
seemed to confirm, then, the residents’ fears and politician Alain Dufaut’s
belief that Hirschhorn’s project was completely ‘unreasonable in this
context’.41
In his reply to Laurent, also reproduced in the artist’s self-published
documentation, Hirschhorn offers his sympathy and apologies, but refuses
to agree with such a criticism. Having discussed the attack with his team, he
informs Laurent that the perpetrators were not residents of the Cité
Champfleury, and points out that no other incident of that kind had been
reported, and that attacks of this type can happen anywhere (he mentions
having personally experienced such an incident elsewhere). For his work,
the ‘context is the world!’, and the Cité Champfleury is part of that world,
with the good and bad experiences that this might involve. Moreover, dialogue was possible in the context of Deleuze Monument; he had worked
with the residents and felt he had succeeded in ‘implicating them’ in the
project.42
A further criticism by Laurent, however, was perhaps more difficult for
the artist to counter. Laurent hit a sore spot when he directly addressed,
beyond issues of safety, the general ‘responsibility as an artist-worker-soldier’ claimed by the artist. Hirschhorn, Laurent argued, had not followed
his mission through; the work had been left unfinished: ‘Your intervention
has been cancelled, annihilated, confiscated by the use of violence that it
provokes because it lacks the care and follow-through [suivi] which it needs
in the context where you placed it.’ Though Hirschhorn had been able to
object with confidence to Laurent’s opinion that no dialogue could be possible in the violent context of the Cité Champfleury, he was on more uncertain
ground concerning the work’s maintenance and monitoring. In fact, in his
reply, Hirschhorn mentions that he had made the decision to dismantle
Deleuze Monument because the ‘damage and the non-natural interventions
have become too great to continue to give room for reflection, information’.43
While it is obvious that this decision had been made independently from the
isolated incident that befell Laurent and his partner, it seems to respond to
the very same principle that Hirschhorn had presented to him concerning
the attack: these things happen, there is nothing you can do about them (‘Il
n’y a rien à faire’), you need to accept the world. Hirschhorn would later
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explain: ‘We dismantled it while accepting the reality of the neighbourhood
and the project.’44 Writing to the residents of the Cité Louis Gros who had
rejected Deleuze Monument, the artist had insisted that he was prepared to
face difficulties in his project: ‘Difficulty seems to me to be the mirror of
reality. […] My work has to face reality.’45 Retrospectively, the artist would
simply sum up the end of Deleuze Monument by acknowledging that, in this
case, ‘the reality of the neighbourhood’ had got ‘the upper hand’.46
Accepting this reality also meant, however, taking responsibility for this
early end. In his statement ‘Regarding the End of Deleuze Monument’, from
December 2000, Hirschhorn recounts the succession of events that led to his
decision. Following the theft of one video player by individuals from outside
the cité, the team decided, without consulting the artist, to secure the three
other players and four televisions by placing them in the project’s storage
place. Without the videos, the library-pavilion was left without use, and the
electricity was switched off. Hirschhorn’s ‘error’, he concedes, was to have
not been aware of these developments earlier because he was not in Avignon.
The duration of Deleuze Monument, Hirschhorn concludes, had been
dependent on ‘the choices of one or several people’ inasmuch as it was a ‘precarious’ work.47 Those decisions or choices involved ‘the life of the neighbourhood, the involvement and acceptance of its population [of the project]’,
as well as ‘the artist’s preparation and follow-up, and the means made available’. Such were the factors determining the lifespan of Deleuze Monument.
Whereas the residents had accepted and participated in the project – as the
construction and opening demonstrated – the artist admits that he had
underestimated the amount of time and money required for the maintenance and surveillance of Deleuze Monument. An important factor, then, in
the early end of Deleuze Monument was Hirschhorn’s failure to plan for
and obtain sufficient funding to pay the maintenance team’s wages for the
full four months of the exhibition: the volunteers struggled to watch over the
work and, in the artist’s absence, gradually gave up this time-consuming
task. Whereas random acts of vandalism could not be helped, Hirschhorn
felt fully responsible for failing to properly budget the participants’
remuneration.
Just as crucial, the second factor that led to the work’s demolition turned
out to be the artist’s absence from the site, which left him unable to respond
quickly and appropriately to the monument’s deterioration. He had not
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made enough of an effort to tend to the work after the opening, he acknowledged – incidentally echoing a widespread criticism of ‘La Beauté’, the
financial failure of which was partly attributed to the fact that the curatorial
team, instead of being based in Avignon, were constantly travelling to and
from Paris.48 ‘I have to plan for my presence … to be practically continuous
during the entire duration of the exhibition.’49 Hirschhorn’s conclusion was
to constitute the main lesson, and trace, of Deleuze Monument in his subsequent statements and practice. Although the project was ‘neither a failure
nor a success’, it appears retrospectively, in his oeuvre and in the literature
by and about Hirschhorn, as a counter-example, an ‘error’ to be avoided in
the artist’s future large-scale participatory works.
For Hirschhorn, as for me, Deleuze Monument’s importance ultimately
lies in its disappearance as much as its appearance. The subsequent Bataille
Monument (2002, fig.21–22) would already signal a shift in Hirschhorn’s
practice as the artist worked closely with the largely immigrant population
of the Friedrich Wöhler housing development in Kassel to construct, maintain and animate the work for the full three months of Documenta 11.
Brought over from the city centre in free taxis, visitors could attend a number of activities such as talks, and share various spaces with residents,
including an exhibition about Bataille and a snack bar (run by a local family), as well as a monumental sculpture and library as presented in Avignon.
The remarkable Gramsci Monument at the Forest Houses in the South
Bronx in 2013 marked the culmination of this series’ evolution since Deleuze
Monument. This last of Hirschhorn’s four Monuments proudly and generously asserted its existence, managing to create, over three months, a lively
and joyous experience.
Unstable
Exhibit, Expose
The ‘values of the precarious’, explained Hirschhorn to Hal Foster, include
‘uncertainty, instability and self-authorisation’.50 This ‘self-authorisation’
allowed the artist to build Deleuze Monument against the resistance of
some, without the full support of the curator of ‘La Beauté’ and without
waiting for an official building permission. By situating Deleuze Monument
in the Cité Champfleury, Hirschhorn deliberately sought a confrontation
with ‘uncertainty’ and ‘instability’. In the end, however, these very values
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would also cause the work’s demise. This complex dynamic between affirmation and vulnerability is embodied in a French phrase used by the artist:
‘m’exposer’.51 Exposer in French means both ‘to exhibit’ and ‘to expose’ (to
danger, for example). When Hirschhorn uses the self-reflexive expression
‘m’exposer’, to ‘expose myself’, then, he expresses his desire to foreground
principles, to exhibit his work, to seek a confrontation with reality that may
expose him to criticism and judgement and expose his work to vandalism
and destruction. S’exposer means not trying to protect or shield the work
from these possible risks, in a drive to encounter the other, reality, the world.
Two fundamental characteristics of Hirschhorn’s practice articulate this
double movement: his concern with the work’s conditions of display and his
choice of materials.
In a 1998 interview, Hirschhorn confides to Alison Gingeras that he
originally came from a ‘background where art was not considered to have
any importance, it had no social role’.52 As a consequence, he has felt the
need from the start to address a ‘non-exclusive’ audience. This may also
explain why Hirschhorn has never taken an artwork’s status ‘for granted’.53
Once a work is exhibited in a museum or gallery, it no longer needs to fight
for its existence, he argues, because the white cube assumes a hierarchy bent
on keeping a viewer in his or her place and takes for granted an audience
that shares its conventions and values. He instead seeks modes of display
whereby a work can pursue a ‘confrontation, a dialogue and ultimately the
conquest of the spectator’.54 This involves placing a work ‘in a difficult situation’,55 where it has to ‘constantly assert its raison d’être, and defend its
autonomy as an artwork’.56
In Hirschhorn’s early works, such a ‘difficult situation’ was often to be
found outside the gallery, in the street. For 4 Terrains vagues (1990), for
example, Hirschhorn exhibited four works in four different vacant lots in
Paris. In the same city, his Travaux abandonnés (1992) were works left out
(or abandoned) on the ground among paper and cardboard debris; other
works of this period were photographed casually leaning against a heap of
rubbish or a skip. In Colonel Fabien (1992) Hirschhorn slipped his works
under the windshield wipers of parked cars, while in the video Fifty-Fifty à
Belleville (1992) he is seen handing out his works to passers-by exiting the
Belleville metro station in Paris. For Les Monstres (1993), Hirschhorn videotaped dustmen throwing out works that he had propped against the wall.
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Uncertainly oscillating between autonomous art objects and junk, such early
works were ‘in movement’, according to the artist.57 Sometimes this mobility
was literal, as when he pasted one of his works to his car’s rear-view mirror
and drove around the Paris ring road (Périphérique, 1992), or when he displayed his works in an Italian market on the bonnet of the car, in which he
had travelled around Europe (Auto-Markt-Ausstellung, 1994
(Car-Market-Exhibition)).
The term ‘display’ has been favoured by Hirschhorn over ‘installation’
or ‘intervention’.58 The night version of the car-as-gallery model, AutoNacht-Ausstellung – presented in the same village in Northern Italy,
Civitella d’Agliano, in 1994 – was his first piece to use artificial lighting to
exhibit works to be viewed at night (through the car’s windows).59 Once the
work migrated from the car bonnet, rear-view mirror or windshield to
inside the closed car or van, a distinction between inside and outside was
reintroduced, replicating, in a debased version, the ‘exclusive’ space of the
gallery or museum. Built during the same Italian exhibition in 1994, FerrariGalerie (1994, fig.15) was the first precarious gallery constructed by
Hirschhorn to display his work on the street, in a format he would continue
to use in subsequent works. Here a Ferrari bath towel and two iron bars
were combined to become a temporary awning to supposedly ‘protect’ his
works ‘against the weather’, while simultaneously inviting passers-by to
come and look at this work.60 In the subsequent Kunsthalle Prekär (1996),
the iron bars of Ferrari-Galerie would be replaced with plywood battens
and the bath towel by a roof built, along with additional walls, out of plastic
sheets – the kind of flimsy, shed-like structure still favoured by the artist
when he built the library-pavilion in Deleuze Monument. Just as FerrariGalerie was destroyed by rain immediately after its construction,
Kunsthalle Prekär was damaged by bad weather, and taken down after ten
days. From the beginning, the lightness and mobility of these spaces, conceived to make Hirschhorn’s work accessible to a ‘non-exclusive’ public, evidently worked against their durability.
One of the first acts of vandalism to a Hirschhorn work involved
M2-Social (1996), a ‘precarious’ annex similar to Kunsthalle Prekär, this
time appended to a Turkish workers’ club in Metz. Ten days into the exhibition, someone tore or cut through one of the plastic walls and stole one of the
artist’s collages. The line between vandalism and accidental destruction has
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sometimes been uncertain, as when Lascaux III (1997) caught fire during
an exhibition in 2003 – whether by the act of an arsonist or a faulty circuit
remains unclear.61
These transparent partitioned structures appear to have been conceived
as the equivalent of the closed car windows, and viewers could not enter.
Though fenced off, Hirschhorn’s Altars were much more open and accessible. Beginning with Piet Mondrian-Altar in 1997, the Altars, modelled on
the street shrines dedicated to accident victims, have emerged as some of the
most fragile of Hirschhorn’s works. Without roofs or walls, the objects on
display can be easily damaged by the weather. And because there is no architectural separation between the work and the street, the objects are even
more vulnerable to vandalism. In Glasgow, in 2000, Hirschhorn had to
reconstruct his Raymond Carver-Altar (1998) in another location in the
same city.62 The average life of his Altars, the artist has observed, is two
weeks.
That the Altars have no distinction between inside and outside, between
frame and content, between whole and parts, means that they cannot be
viewed as exhibitions of Hirschhorn’s handmade collages or objects. No
longer disposed like pieces of junk near a skip, like weapons seized by the
police and laid out on a table (as in Saisie, 1994), like wares in a shop window or like trophies on a sports fan’s shelf (as in Skulptur-Sortier-Station,
1997 (Sculpture-Sorting-Station); fig.16–17), they are literally the trashy
components of a spontaneous monument that have no obvious value other
than sentimental. As the content of each of the Altars merges with its form as
pure outbursts of feeling, the impact on the viewer becomes even more
immediate and affective than in any of the artists's previous works.
It was perhaps under the influence of the Altars that Hirschhorn
decided to open up his more architectural structures – for example, by
allowing viewers to enter and sit in the Kiosks created between 1999 and
2002. Unlike the Altars, or the different Kunsthallen, the Kiosks operated
less as displays than as information booths, including books, videos, images
and additional instructive materials. Deleuze Monument’s library-pavilion
similarly proposed information, but in a larger, more open, brighter structure than the Kiosks in Zürich. Instead of being pasted into an intimate collage of patterns, shapes, images and photocopies, as was the furniture in the
Kiosks, the plastic chairs in Deleuze Monument were movable and useable
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by a greater number of visitors. While only one of the Kiosks seems to have
included a window, Deleuze Monument’s library had transparent plastic
walls and Plexiglas windows that encouraged visitors to spend more time
and to converse with each other. As Hirschhorn has acknowledged, Deleuze
Monument marked a turning point in the evolution of his works in public
space – away from his early displays as much as from the Altars, Kiosks and
Spinoza Monument – because it reflected his desire to ‘multiply the possibilities of implication’.63
Each of the Kiosks had operated as a point of entry into the world of the
artist or writer to which it was dedicated. In contrast, the location of Deleuze
Monument in an outdoor area within the Cité Champfleury, as well as the
construction’s quadripartite structure involving a more differentiated use of
space, allowed it to blend more seamlessly into the cité’s landscape and the
residents’ daily lives. In this way, in Deleuze Monument the visitor’s private
encounter with Hirschhorn’s altar to the philosopher would be followed by
a more collective experience of communal spaces such as the pavilion and
monumental bust, which also served as meeting points, ready to be appropriated by residents. For Hirschhorn, Deleuze Monument brought together
the ‘personal commitment’ of the Altars and the ‘communal commitment’
of the Monuments.64
‘In public space, the exhibition is open twenty-four hours a day.’65
Electricity was central to such a display, as Hirschhorn’s earliest works in
public space attest, be it Auto-Nacht-Ausstellung or Crédit Lyonnais-Dock
(1995), a temporary annex involving plastic sheeting grafted onto the window of a local branch of the Crédit Lyonnais bank in Bordeaux, which was
lit up at night using the building’s electrical supply. Similarly, Hirschhorn
had initially wanted the library-pavilion of Deleuze Monument to be open
night and day. After the removal of the televisions and video players, the
decision by the team to switch off the electricity had directly imperilled the
work: ‘at night, without its light, there was no more life’ in the ‘library’.66
Just as Hirschhorn admires some philosophers for their active, ‘full-time
thinking’ – impressively performed by Deleuze in his Abécédaire – he seeks
to create active, full-time artworks.67
Furthermore, by channelling the non-stop energy of a fan’s devotion and
capacity to ‘resist’ all forms of hostile attack ‘because he’s committed to
something without arguments’, Hirschhorn’s works seek to stand their
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ground, even in difficult situations.68 As it happens, Hirschhorn is a fan of
artists, writers and philosophers who maintain a coherent perspective
throughout their lives, sometimes against the odds. For example, he is moved
by Kurt Schwitters’s ‘admirable persistence’ in painstakingly reconstructing
four times, in war and exile, his Merzbau (fig.29), an ever-expanding, allencompassing room-size collage made out of plaster and wood, with niches
filled with found objects.69 Buoyed up by the urgency of a fan, Deleuze
Monument had to constantly reassert, in the face of reality, the necessity of
art and philosophy, which can never be taken for granted. Though
Hirschhorn has often downplayed the differences between his gallery
installations and his works in public space, this distinction cannot be overlooked. However confrontational, Hirschhorn’s works in commercial galleries (even more so than in museums) are often caught up in the contradictions of wanting to introduce the unpredictability of precariousness in a
space where uncertainty is largely absent, as is urgency.
The confrontation of Deleuze Monument with the everyday reality of
the Cité Champfleury would inspire Hirschhorn to imagine a project that
pushed this juxtaposition even further: Musée Précaire Albinet (2004,
fig.23–26) involved exhibiting, in a housing project in a Parisian banlieue
neighbouring his studio in Aubervilliers, highly valuable works on loan
from the Musée National d’Art Moderne by famous twentieth-century artists such as Warhol or Mondrian (after lengthy and complicated negotiations with that institution). ‘Is there a way’, Hirschhorn has asked, to cross
from our stable, secure and safe space in order to join the space of the precarious?’70 Crossing into the space of the cité with Deleuze Monument
marked the first, crucial step from the precarious public space of indifference and anonymous vandalism to a precarious public space involving a
more active participation and potential antagonism. Unlike Deleuze
Monument, Musée Précaire Albinet lasted for its intended duration. And
the artworks suffered no damage.
Shabby, Slapdash
Hirschhorn has emphasised that he is ‘against using materials or forms that
attempt to intimidate, seduce or dominate’.71 The materials used in the
Monuments are cheap, like the thick brown packing tape that has become a
staple of his installations, serving a wide range of functions. In the library
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for Deleuze Monument, for example, it is used to cover shelves, to secure television monitors onto tables, as well as to hold together the plastic-sheet
walls of the flimsy architecture. Cheap, commonplace objects are less
objects of desire than interchangeable items of everyday use. The main characteristic of Hirschhorn’s materials (such as tape, cardboard, aluminium
foil, transparent plastic foil and sheets) is that they become trash as soon as
they are used – whether to wrap and store objects or substances, or to repair
a window or suitcase in an emergency. (Indeed, some of them will not survive past the work’s dismantlement.) They are a kind of ‘negative readymade’, as Benjamin Buchloh has described them.72 Moreover, by contagion,
such ‘negative readymades’ manage to turn everything they touch or cover
into another scruffy object. Similarly, listing in felt-tip pen the videos available for consultation in the Deleuze Monument library or applying small
publicity stickers randomly over its plastic walls inevitably suggests unclean,
impure surfaces soiled by graffiti or vandalism.
The blue plastic used by Hirschhorn to cover the bust of Gilles Deleuze in
Avignon ended up, according to the certified report drawn up after its dismantlement, ‘in poor condition, torn and ripped in places’.73 This flimsy,
brightly coloured shiny surface lent the monument a shoddiness; it mocked
the grand ambitions of official, commemorative sculpture and the authority
and durability of bronze. In the same way, Hirschhorn’s other displays have
often included outsized objects made out of cardboard and covered in aluminium or gold-coloured foil to represent luxury objects, resulting in comically tawdry Rolex watches, ingots and trophies.
Cheap, commonplace materials assembled in makeshift displays immediately convey the precariousness of Hirschhorn’s work. And it is precisely
because they require no specialised skills, and because the artist presents
himself as a worker without unique talents, that he can ask non-artists such
as the men in the Cité Champfleury to help him build and maintain his
work. No training or specialist know-how is required to cut, screw and paste
together such a temporary structure as Deleuze Monument.
Moreover, the slapdash aspect of the work suggests urgency, necessity
and energy. It is inspired by parade floats; the ephemeral objects, placards
and banners used during political demonstrations and sporting events; or a
beggar’s scrawled sign asking for money. It recalls, as well, various gestures
such as smuggling drugs in taped-up garbage bags; using aluminium foil to
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decorate ‘rural discos’; or sticking photocopies on notice-boards. In addition
to indifference to permanence, such objects show little regard for formal
composition. Similarly, in my eyes, Hirschhorn subverted the language of
graphic design in early works such as Fifty-Fifty (1992–93), Moins (1994)
and Lay-out (1993), in which he pasted one or a few strips of adhesive tape,
and occasionally small cut-out images, on different-sized rectangular
wooden or cardboard supports. It is in this context that he naturally turned
for inspiration to visual forms that evade concerns with design altogether.
‘Energy: Yes! Quality: No!’, as the artist often likes to repeat.
This correlation between energy and a makeshift quality can be found in
the work of some of the artistic figures Hirschhorn has declared himself to
be a fan of. Though the collage tradition inaugurated by Schwitters, John
Heartfield and Alexander Rodchenko privileges immediacy and directness,
the forms tend to be precisely composed. In contrast, the 1960s assemblage
practices of Hélio Oiticica or Robert Filliou privileged energy over quality in
works that sought to appeal to spectator participation.74
When Hirschhorn saw Filliou’s work for the first time, he exclaimed to
himself: ‘Hell, if this artist manages to make such strong stuff with a red felttip pen that sometimes almost turns yellow – but he doesn’t give a damn –
well, that’s really great. Materials don’t really matter.’75 As a work like
Filliou’s Permanent Playfulness (1973, fig.32) suggests, the artist did not
‘give a damn’ about the quality of his work as he cobbled it together out of
scraps of cardboard, wire, metal hooks, pasted papers and photographs.
Filliou, who never had any formal artistic education, often explained that he
could neither paint nor draw. Just as Hirschhorn has deemed his Altars
cheap, temporary, ‘quickly made, spontaneous, without design’,76 Filliou
explained that he made his work ‘spontaneously’ with ‘objects that are
around’.77 If the materials ‘don’t really matter’, what counts is Filliou’s desire
to transmit to viewers that they too can be artists: ‘Anything I do, I do it simply so that anybody can do it’, he said in 1970, echoing the contemporary
concerns of Joseph Beuys, another artist greatly admired by Hirschhorn.78
If Hirschhorn was ‘moved’ by Filliou’s combination of poetry and shabbiness, he was also inspired by the ‘powerful’, joyous ‘sensuality’ of Oiticica’s
work.79 Starting from abstract paintings and drawings, Oiticica began in
1964 to make his Parangolé capes by roughly stitching together cheap,
brightly painted and patterned fabrics, jute and plastic bags, sometimes
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adding stencilled or handwritten motto-like phrases (fig.30). The capes were
conceived to be worn by participants, who, by moving around in them, could
discover and display their multiple layers and colours. If Oiticica’s exploration of colour started with his monochromes, the makeshift energy of the
Parangolés was inspired by the everyday reality of his native Rio de Janeiro,
where he drew from the forms of samba dancing, carnival and festival decorations, as well as the ‘organic architecture’ of shanty towns and the ‘spontaneous, anonymous constructions’ encountered in the street.80
The power of Oiticica’s and Filliou’s works lies, for Hirschhorn, in a celebration of live energy – be it ‘lived experience’ (vivência), celebrated by
Oiticica in the face of the repressive dictatorship of 1960s Brazil, or an ‘art
of living’, which Filliou frequently equated with art. With their poor materials and ramshackle structures, their works appealed directly to the spectator in the moment – whether through the tactility of Oiticica’s fabrics or the
poetry of Filliou’s forms. What distinguishes Hirschhorn’s stance from
theirs, however, concerns the relation of his practice to the field of work.
Filliou and Oiticica both celebrated play and leisure against forms of work
and productivity; they emphasised the lightness and grace of intuitions, sensations and creativity. In contrast, Hirschhorn’s work appears driven by
exertion. Though his versatile use of materials often displays instances of
ingenuity, he does not celebrate human intelligence at work in inventiveness
as much as he highlights the frailty of human endeavours; the endless time
and effort involved in producing objects out of anger, despair and love; and
the fragility of provisional stopgap measures in response to urgent situations. Hirschhorn’s productions may be sloppy because they are never fully
under their maker’s control, but their handmade forms convey the will to
work – rather than laziness.
Unruly
Sprawling, Excessive
Impressions of urgency, compounded by the loose compositions of
Hirschhorn’s sprawling and fragmented displays, are exemplified by his
Altars, and extend to the structure of Deleuze Monument as a whole. Since
his displays never have a centre, or single perspective, they look as if they
could be extended or reduced, or dismantled and transported elsewhere. A
sense of energy, then, is suggested in this conception of the open, sprawling
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composition, as well as in the materials and modes of display themselves. In
his 2000 interview with Hirschhorn, Okwui Enwezor notes that the new
‘sculptural language’ being developed by contemporary artists such as
Georges Adéagbo, Bjarne Melgaard, Jason Rhoades and Pascale Marthine
Tayou appears to share with Hirschhorn’s work similar concerns with ‘spatial arrangement, … accumulation or fragmentation’, embodied in sprawling, decentred displays.81 Similarly, Nicolas Bourriaud describes, in his 2002
book of essays Postproduction. Culture as Screenplay: How Art
Reprograms the World, a group of artists including Hirschhorn, Adéagbo
and Rhoades, as well as Rirkrit Tiravanija, whose decentred work resembles the ‘disordered, proliferating and endlessly renewed conglomeration’
of ‘disparate’ objects laid out across flea-market stalls.82 Rhoades’s Creation
Myth (1998, fig.35–36), for example, was a giant mess of precariously
assembled tables, littered with paper, screens, cables, coloured plastic buckets lit up from inside by neon lights, foldable armchairs, ladders, piles of
wood, cardboard waste stuck together in large turd-like shapes, as well as
contraptions including a working toy-train circuit, a small bright-red vehicle, a hydraulic battering ram and a self-inflating bulbous tent. This combination of accumulation and sprawl resisted clear legibility. Hirschhorn, too,
has explored the ambiguity between artwork and object in his display techniques – the elements in his sprawling compositions existing ambiguously as
objects in and of themselves and as parts of an unreadable, possibly infinitely expanding whole.
The inclusion of such proliferating sculptures in ‘In the Beginning was
Merz: from Kurt Schwitters to the Present Day’, an exhibition curated by
Susanne Meyer-Büser and Karin Orchard at the Sprengel Museum in
Hanover in 2000, and tracing the legacy of Schwitters, proposed that the
assembled forms emerging in the 1990s belonged to the tradition of collage.83 Perhaps these assemblages came closer to Schwitters’s architectural
Merzbau than to his collages, since they expanded in space, sometimes
occupying whole rooms. In this sense, they also extended beyond the boundaries of Rauschenberg’s combines and other 1950s forms of junk art, as if
these earlier layered and compact objects had exploded in space, leaving
fragments scattered on the floor. (The term ‘scatter art’ has been used by
some critics to describe such 1990s horizontal displays.) Without glue, nails
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or screws, the juxtapositional logic that cemented the relation between the
parts and the whole in collage and 1950s assemblage had come undone.84
As Benjamin Buchloh has pointed out, Hirschhorn’s work redirects the
formal preoccupations of late-1960s ‘distribution sculpture’ – such as
Robert Morris’s Scatter Piece (1968, fig.31) – to address the very real circuits
of the distribution and disposal of commodities.85 Indeed, the flea market,
according to Bourriaud, ‘embodies and makes material the flows and relationships that have tended toward disembodiment’ under the pressure of
global capitalist abstraction.86 Artists such as Adéagbo, Hirschhorn and
Rhoades all rejected minimalist and post-minimalist design in order to better tap into the energies that circulate among loosely juxtaposed, disparate
elements. As Hirschhorn noted in 2000, they shared less a style than a
refusal of ‘quality’ – understood here as a means of policing forms and their
distribution.
In her introduction to the catalogue of ‘Dionysiac: Art in Flux’, a 2005
exhibition in Paris that included Hirschhorn as well as Rhoades, curator
Christine Macel writes that contemporary ‘artists reject quality in favour of
flux’.87 Excess, laughter, cruelty, ecstasy and transgression are so many
responses, according to Macel, to a contemporary worldview characterised
by a tragic ‘incoherence without unification’. The exhibition’s title points to
a Nietzschean discursive framework, complemented in the catalogue by
quotes from Deleuze’s writings on Nietzsche, and by Georges Bataille.
Bataille’s theory of wasteful expenditure and Deleuze’s praise of excessive
life forces that are both joyous and dangerous resonate with Hirschhorn’s
avowed desire to produce ‘too much’. Excess in Hirschhorn’s work lies,
firstly, in the production of often large-scale handmade objects, made in a
hurry – in a state of overexertion.88 The second excessive feature in
Hirschhorn’s work is aimed at his spectators. Hirschhorn’s gallery displays
such as Jumbo Spoons and Big Cake (2000, fig.19–20), which was included
in ‘Dionysiac’, often seek to plunge viewers into an overwhelming frenzy of
actions and sensations, through a glut of forms, images and information. As
Sebastian Egenhofer has rightly pointed out, Hirschhorn seems to have
responded to his increasing commercial success over the last decades with
gallery displays that have ‘become benumbed by overcrowding’, and that
have sometimes included unbearable photographs such as images of war
victims ‘in order not to be cut off from contact with the political real’.89
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Because they have been located in precarious public spaces, Hirschhorn’s
Monuments do not need to overpower the spectator in the same way.
Deleuze Monument was the first work to involve another group of actors in
this production of excess: the residents who assisted the artist in constructing and maintaining the artwork by contributing their time and effort to a
very tiring and demanding project. After Spinoza Monument, Hirschhorn
decided ‘that some elements could be more active, more exaggerated, more
intrusive, more offensive, more present, more overtaxing’.90 Deleuze
Monument was much larger than Spinoza Monument, as if to further exaggerate the artist’s hyperbolic love for the philosopher. It was more ‘intrusive’
and ‘offensive’ because it was placed at the heart of a housing project, confronting a local population more directly – literally closer to home. It was
more ‘overtaxing’ because the work and effort involved in constructing and
maintaining Deleuze Monument was far greater than for Spinoza
Monument, involving others as well as the artist himself.
Indeed, in conjunction with this material excess, the artist wanted to be
‘more involved in order to increase the confrontation’.91 The third feature of
Hirschhorn’s practice that can be described as ‘excessive’, then, is the intensity of his commitment, to the point of being taken over by what Nietzsche
called ‘the intoxication of the will’.92 In collective projects such as Deleuze
Monument, the artist has noted, he can become ‘fanatical’, ‘inebriated’ by
his ‘project’ and ‘mission’.93 This not only allows him to conceive projects
deemed ‘unreasonable’, as local councillor Alain Dufaut described the
implantation of Deleuze Monument in the Cité Louis Gros – this intoxication is also the secret to his tenacity and combativeness against the odds. (It
would have been easier to abandon the project altogether, as Dufaut had in
fact advised.)
If the artists in ‘Dionysiac’ were all questioning values of quality and
hierarchy, Hirschhorn did not share some of the others’ attraction to
unhinged partying or a transgressive carnivalesque. His ‘inebriation’ is
always work-driven. Neither jester nor outcast, Hirschhorn has nevertheless repeatedly claimed that he wants to make work that is ‘incoherent’,
‘impure’, ‘unclean’, ‘low’ and ‘weak’. What, then, did the artist mean when
he stated his desire to make work that is ‘too stupid’?94
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Idiots and Losers
Hirschhorn’s early critics picked up on his use of terms such as ‘weakness’
and ‘stupidity’. He was ‘wagering on weakness’, observed Jean-Yves
Jouannais in 1994. Alison Gingeras entitled her 1998 interview with the artist ‘Striving to Be Stupid’, and that same year Pascaline Cuvelier noted the
artist’s desire to ‘show’ ‘in a stupid sort of way’ that he was trying ‘to connect
things’ that he didn’t ‘understand’.95 In his early works, Hirschhorn
favoured, as he pointed out, qualities of shabbiness, sloppiness, dirt, roughness and impurity. In ‘exposing’ his work to be trampled by visitors in his
1992 solo exhibition at the Hôpital Ephémère, Paris, Hirschhorn touched on
the shame experienced through contact with a beggar on the street, or at the
sight of innocent victims of the war in Yugoslavia.96 Such unprotected works
by Hirschhorn seemed to be crying out, like their author: ‘I’m in deep shit,
and so are you. I’m weak, and so are you. I’m lost, and so are you.’97
In his 1995 book Les Plaintifs, les bêtes, les politiques, Hirschhorn
made even more explicit such connections between his precarious designs
and displays, on the one hand, and, on the other, his ‘stupid’ bewilderment
in the face of lived precariousness in the world.98 The collages published in
the book juxtapose logos and advertisements with press images of war and
poverty, as well as images of displays by the artist. Scrawled in ballpoint pen
next to the images, questions and exclamations voice the artist’s anxieties in
the face of monstrous inequalities, or convey his puzzlement at the fact that
design can be beautiful even when it promotes objectionable agendas. The
juxtapositions are crude, the questions apparently confused, naïve and stupid. We are pulled in by the artist’s incomprehension, which is disarmingly
sincere; his calls for help (‘please help me’, ‘I don’t understand!’) make us
feel responsible for our own thoughts and positions. It is in this sense that
Les Plaintifs, les bêtes, les politiques embodies the very combination of vulnerability, confrontation and affective implication typical of Hirschhorn’s
oeuvre.
Hirschhorn’s works perform weakness and stupidity willingly, instead
of letting themselves be subjected to other, more powerful forces. Such
forces include capitalism, which the artist believes to have become so ‘intelligent’ that it is necessary to be ‘stupid’ in order to resist it.99 Asking ‘Who is
the winner?’ and ‘Who is the loser?’ next to a photograph of a destitute old
man crouching in a shelter and another of an astronaut floating in space
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unsettles any conventional definitions of each term and the hierarchy they
attest to. As Hal Foster has pointed out, the artist’s use of the term bête brings
together his desire to be foolish and stupid, the absence of reflection that he
embraces when working in overdrive (as we saw earlier) or when declaring
his unconditional love as a fan (the ‘stupid’ questions of Les Plaintifs, les
bêtes, les politiques have their counterparts in the ‘stupid’ exclamations of
the fan in subsequent works). Foster singles out one further use of the term
bête in Hirschhorn’s work: the sense of being ‘“dumbstruck” by the outrageous events of the world, such as the mass murder of innocent citizens during the Iraq war’ (Hirschhorn began including unbearable images of that
event in installations and collages from around 2005 onwards).100
Jouannais integrated his 1994 article about Hirschhorn’s work into a
larger study of idiocy in modern and contemporary art, L’Idiotie: art, vie,
politique – méthode (2003), a dizzying panorama of figures from Gustave
Flaubert’s Bouvard and Pécuchet to Laurel & Hardy to Filliou, which
broached themes ranging from kitsch and mediocrity to amateur painting
and esotericism. 101 Across the Atlantic, curators and critics had also started
to describe a new 1990s sensibility that was similarly plumbing the depths
of the inadequate. ‘To be pathetic … is to be a loser, haplessly falling short of
the idealised norm’: Ralph Rugoff’s statement, in the catalogue for his 1990
exhibition ‘Just Pathetic’ at the Rosamund Felsen Gallery in Los Angeles,
recalls Jouannais’s definitions of idiocy.102 According to Rugoff, ‘pathetic art
makes failure its medium’ by presenting ‘flawed and shabby’ constructions;
sometimes announcing ridiculously improbable projects; and sometimes
offering ‘remnants of failed attempts to make art’, as well as ‘frail’ drawings,
‘inane’ doodles, prank-like sculptures or ‘pathetic assemblage’. The exhibition included, for instance, Mike Kelley’s Mooner (1990, fig.33), in which he
scattered a cat’s litter tray, feeding dish and toys on an afghan blanket.
Such ‘pathetic’ practices seemed to counter the slick aesthetic of the
1980s, embodied in Jeff Koons’s shiny objects as much as Sherrie Levine’s
photographic appropriations, or in the lifestyle of Brett Easton Ellis’s
‘American psycho’. As Foster has pointed out, that decade’s practices tended
to be caught up with the then-dominant ‘commodity signs’ of an exploding
consumer society – whether by celebrating them (Koons) or by trying to
recode them (Levine).103 The ‘return of the real’ in the 1990s, as outlined by
Foster, signalled a reaction to such polarised alternatives as knowing
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cynicism or self-reflexive critique. After the 1987 economic crisis, artists
were visiting flea markets rather than luxury boutiques, as Bourriaud noted,
while shabbiness and squalor were embraced by ‘grunge’ culture in fashion
and music. Artists such as Kelley, in Foster’s view, adopted stances of ‘simulated imbecilism, infantilism or autism’ that performed ‘the paradoxical
defence of the already damaged, defeated or dead’.104 In other words, as
Rugoff would put it in his statement for ‘Just Pathetic’, ‘the possibility of a
solid political and polemical platform is sabotaged in advance’.
Like the artist-as-idiot, the 1990s figure of the grunge loser or slacker
inhabited the realm of failure and inadequacy.105 At times, both the idiot and
the loser also adopted the persona of the fan. For example, Karen Kilimnik
alternated between ‘scatter’ sculptures made out of clichéd objects and characters drawn from a fictional teenager’s avid consumption of popular culture on the one hand, and paintings, drawings and notes about the stars she
adores on the other. For example, she compulsively copied images of Kate
Moss from magazines, which she annotated with wistful observations and
clusters of pink and white hearts. In his chapter on ‘mediocre’ artists in
L’Idiotie, Jouannais cited Jonathan Monk’s performance Waiting for
Famous People (1995), which involved the artist standing at an airport with
cardboard signs bearing the handwritten names of celebrities ranging from
Duchamp and Warhol to Madonna, Bruce Willis and the Beatles. The
impossibility of these encounters underscores the ‘second place’ chosen by
the artist from the outset, according to Jouannais.106 As with Kilimnik, the
fan’s ‘wannabe moment’, to use Rhonda Lieberman’s term, acts as the ‘generative power of the work’.107
Hirschhorn’s celebration of ‘weakness’ and ‘stupidity’ in his early works
may appear, at first sight, to link his practice to those of the losers and other
‘pathetic’ figures that cropped up in 1990s art and culture. Picking up on the
artist’s comments regarding expenditure and overwork, the interviewer
Ross Birrell invoked the image of pathetic self-sabotage in asking
Hirschhorn about whether his work ever reaches a point of ‘self-cancellation’ or ‘creative auto-destruction’.108 Hirschhorn vehemently objected: he
never seeks to undermine his work however much he exhausts himself in
making it. On another occasion Hirschhorn similarly countered Guillaume
Désanges when the French critic proposed a reading of his work inflected
by a humorous logic of inadequacy.109 Désanges underlined the caractère
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dérisoire, or the laughable, ridiculous and inadequate character, of works
such as Hirschhorn’s Musée Précaire Albinet, and the ‘apparent absurdity
of a fight’ that the artist carried out ‘alone, relentlessly’. Indeed, Hirschhorn
explicitly dismissed, in speaking with Désanges, ‘the fashionable discourse
surrounding idiocy’, for his work is only dérisoire in the eyes of those who
believe that his missions are impossible. It is by fighting to carry out his projects to the end that he is countering this very rhetoric of powerlessness. In
fact, when Hirschhorn put his works out in the street in Les Monstres or, a
year earlier, in Jemand kümmert sich um meine Arbeit (1992),110 he did not
actually intend this gesture to be futile; instead of taking for granted the
inevitability of their disposal at the hands of the dustmen, he was hopeful
that someone would find one of them beautiful and hang it over his or her
mantelpiece.111
Similarly, when Hirschhorn adopts the behaviour of a ‘fan’, he embraces
neither Kilimnik’s disquieting fascination nor Jonathan Monk’s self-debasement. Neither do Hirschhorn’s Altars yield to a form of exhausted despondency. A final comparison of his approach to that of Mark Wallinger will further clarify the nature of what Hirschhorn has described as his ‘incredibly
… miserable’ works.112 For State Britain (2007, fig.37–38), Wallinger
installed in the neoclassical Duveen Galleries of Tate Britain an exact replica
of the peace camp that maverick Brian Haw had been occupying in front of
the Houses of Parliament in London since 2001 to protest the sanctions and
subsequent war against Iraq. Haw’s particular mixture of politics,
Christianity, sentimentality and eccentricity lay exposed through banners,
photographs, flimsy structures and soft toys. In addition to mourning Haw’s
camp, which had shortly before been dismantled by the police, Wallinger’s
State Britain stood as a monument to the (failed) anti-war protests held
throughout Britain in 2003, as well as an elegy to the ‘past radicalism’ of art,
as Julian Stallabrass put it.113
Looking at State Britain, Margaret Iversen was reminded for her part of
‘the raw collective emotional response one saw after Diana’s death with all
its sheer sentimentality, not to mention the accumulation of flowers and
teddy bears’114 – an explicit reference for Hirschhorn, who had modelled his
Sculpture Direct, exhibited in 1999 at the Galerie Chantal Crousel in Paris,
on an improvised memorial erected at the Pont de l’Alma in Paris after the
Princess of Wales’s accident. Haw’s teddies and mutilated dolls as found in
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Wallinger’s installation chimed with Mike Kelley’s deployment of soft toys:
both embraced a deeply melancholy tone suggesting mournful resignation.
In contrast, Hirschhorn, who also used plush toys in his Sculpture Direct
and Altars, read those homages to Princess Diana beyond the act of grieving
– as expressions of love, examples of its transformative ability and the
energy that comes with adoration and unquestioning commitment. After
cool postmodern deconstructions of the ‘author-function’ by artists such as
Sherrie Levine in the1980s, Hirschhorn’s adoption of the loving-fan persona
allowed him to reaffirm individual affect while simultaneously undermining the artist’s sovereignty. In the altar at Deleuze Monument, strewn
objects, fragmentary citations, repetitions and signs composed in various
styles of handwriting all served to suggest a spontaneous collective homage
exceeding any single, fixed, centralised subjectivity. In his writings, Deleuze
himself similarly rejected dominant subjectivity in favour of a constant state
of becoming, multiplicity and difference.
If I smile when I see the altar to Deleuze, or when I read Hirschhorn’s
passionate declarations, it is not out of contempt. Rather than dismissing his
hopefulness as naïve, or his love as sentimental, I smile because I find the
work both irreverent and endearing. Irreverence and affect may be, in fact,
two of the most striking features of 1990s art, and what sets it apart from the
80s practices navigating the realm of signs and simulacra. Rather than
expecting Hirschhorn’s work to fail, I am immediately drawn into the artist’s anxieties and desires, and curious to see what happens to his project.
Indeed, unlike losers, idiots and slackers, Hirschhorn insists that he is ‘not
interested in failure’, though he does not ‘exclude’ it altogether.115
Involvement
‘Participatory Art’
Deleuze Monument was never a failure in Hirschhorn’s eyes, unlike other
projects that he has explicitly acknowledged as such. For example, he
believes his Souvenirs du XXè siècle (1997) to have been flawed, even though
some critics in fact deemed the work a success at the time.116 In it, the artist
set up a stall at the Pantin Market in Paris, where he sold fan-style merchandise bearing the names of his favourite artists. Shoppers could buy football
scarves like those he had exhibited in a pub in Limerick in 1995, as well as
plates, candles and banners. (Personally, I would have wavered between the
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black Hélio Oiticica T-shirt and the red-and-white cap bearing the Brazilian
artist’s initials.) Though many objects were sold, Hirschhorn told Gingeras
that it would be ‘delusional’ to call this a success. In effect, the majority of
customers were acquaintances, and this is why, according to the artist, participation in itself should not be used as a criterion for judging the success or
failure of an artwork.
In such reflections, Hirschhorn clearly sets his work apart from contemporary participatory practices discussed in the 1990s as ‘relational aesthetics’ or ‘community art’. Alongside the ‘scatter’ or ‘loser’ art discussed earlier,
participatory practices constituted another instance of the return to the real,
or the everyday, in 1990s practices. In his 1998 book Relational Aesthetics,
for example, Bourriaud described how a new generation of artists were producing works that served in a ‘concrete’ way to connect individuals and
groups, insisting that such practices sought to operate in the participants’
‘real’ space and time.117 Similarly, when artist Suzanne Lacy defended what
she called ‘new genre public art’ by compiling the edited volume Mapping
the Terrain: New Genre Public Art (1995), she insisted that the audience for
this art was ‘real people found in real places’.118 Whereas Bourriaud was
writing about art produced in commercial galleries and museums for a specialised art audience, Lacy and other ‘community artists’ sought to work
with marginalised populations, taking into account their gendered, ethnic
and economic specificities.
Both Bourriaud and Lacy took up a specific discursive trope associated
with participatory practices since the late 1950s, including those of Filliou
and Oiticica, when they rehearsed the opposition between an active participation and what Guy Debord described in 1967 as the passive modes of
engagement set up by a capitalist, consumer ‘society of the spectacle’.119
Hirschhorn himself explicitly adopted this discursive opposition when he
pointed out that a work such as Deleuze Monument was ‘not just to be
looked at’; because you can ‘participate’ in them, explained the artist, his
Monuments are less ‘spectacles’ than ‘events’.120 This stance obviously set
Deleuze Monument apart from many productions in the exhibition ‘La
Beauté’. The main exhibition, ‘La Beauté in fabula’, was housed in the beautiful fourteenth-century Palais des Papes (decorated with frescos by Sienese
Renaissance artists Simone Martini and Matteo Giovanetti) and juxtaposed
large-scale installations by well-known artists such as Giuseppe Penone,
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Annette Messager and Bill Viola with masterpieces of sacred Buddhist,
Hindu and medieval art. In sum, it was a humanist vision of timeless beauty,
steeped in spiritual values and bathed in light and shadow, intended to
seduce and inspire the viewer. Installed in the cloister, Jeff Koons’s newly
commissioned Split-Rocker – a giant floral hybrid bust (half horse’s head
and half dinosaur’s, with handles attached to suggest a child’s ride) – provided a counterpoint of kitsch jubilation. Curator Jean de Loisy’s definition
of beauty as ‘consolation’ in the face of ‘desolate’ urban spaces and increasing ‘despair’ certainly sounded more palliative than radical, echoing the
short-term agendas of spectacular beautification and entertainment usually
associated with European Capital of Culture projects.121
As with Bourriaud and Lacy, as well as Filliou and Oiticica, Hirschhorn’s
interest lies in the contrast of this passive consumption of the spectacle with
a more active, ‘implicated’ experience. Rather than being timeless, Deleuze
Monument was, above all, an essentially unpredictable experience inscribed
within a specific place and a limited duration. In the best participatory
works since the 1960s, participation has generally been conceived less as an
end goal than as one of the elements in indeterminate, experimental forms.
In his practice, Hirschhorn has argued, ‘participation cannot be an aim, participation can only be a lucky outcome’.122 If participation becomes an aim,
as in Souvenirs du XXè siècle, the work’s success will be erroneously judged
according to the number of participants (buyers, in this case), rather than to
the quality and unpredictability of the experience itself.
Murmurs in the Cité
Prior to Deleuze Monument, Hirschhorn’s only work in a French cité had
been La Redoute (1991), in which the artist had displayed 55 of his works
placing them on each floor of a tower block of La Redoute HLM (Habitation
à Loyer Modéré, as public housing in France is called) during a group exhibition in the banlieue of Fontenay sous Bois.123 Six years earlier, British artist
Stephen Willats had similarly exhibited text-and-photograph panels next to
the elevators of each of the twenty floors of Brentford Towers, a tower block
in the Green Dragon Lane Estate in West London. Each panel in Willats’s
Brentford Towers (1985) included photographs and citations from discussions recorded between the artist and fifteen residents over a period of time,
concerning objects that held a particular significance to them and objects
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that they could see from their windows. Such discussions and display panels
aimed at encouraging a wider interaction among residents, resulting in the
common resolution of practical problems as well as a general coming
together.124 Similarly, the Danish collective Superflex sought to facilitate
exchanges among residents of Coronation Court housing estate in Liverpool
in 2000 (fig.34), by providing training, a television recording studio and
access to (and publicity through) the artists’ internet platform (the
Superchannel server). The residents ended up setting up their own station,
Tenantspin.125
A 1993 exhibition, ‘PROJECT UNITE’, brought together a number of
artists in another apartment block, the run-down Unité d’Habitation built
by Le Corbusier in Firminy in France’s Loire region, largely inhabited by a
working-class Algerian immigrant population. For this exhibition, artist duo
Clegg & Guttmann asked each resident of the building to donate tapes of
their favourite music, photographed each of them for the cover of their chosen tape and displayed each cassette in the corresponding apartment of an
architectural model of the modernist Unité d’Habitation. The Firminy
Music Library aspired to create what the artists called a ‘community portrait’ – an ambition that could also be ascribed to Willats’s Brentford Towers
as well as to Superflex’s Superchannel.126 Within ‘PROJECT UNITE’, Clegg
& Guttmann stood out in their adoption of a ‘quasi-anthropological scenario’, as Hal Foster has described it.127
With Deleuze Monument, Hirschhorn shared with Willats, Superflex
and Clegg & Guttmann a desire to engage over a period of time with local
residents of a specific low-income housing development by introducing art
as a live presence within their daily space and experiences, thus overcoming
the traditional division between a gallery-going audience and those who are
not usually in contact with contemporary art. Moreover, Hirschhorn similarly sought to encourage interactions amongst residents by locating
Deleuze Monument outside, and thus opening up communal spaces in
which individuals could meet, talk and watch videos. (Such spaces also
appear to be similar in their conviviality to those set up by ‘relational’ artists
defended by Bourriaud.) The central differences, however, between Deleuze
Monument and the participatory projects by Willats, Superflex and Clegg &
Guttmann concern how Hirschhorn was never interested in creating a community portrait that would somehow reflect the tastes and concerns of the
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residents – nor in substituting the negative images of violence and deprivation associated with a neighbourhood with a fuller understanding or more
upbeat projection (a goal that would have met the expectations of the
rebranding operations widely associated with the Capital of Culture
enterprise).
Unlike Willats or Superflex, or most of the practices of ‘new genre public
art’, Hirschhorn did not chiefly seek to listen and give voice to an underprivileged population. Passages, Masséra’s video made with young people at the
Cité Champfleury, undoubtedly allowed their voices to be heard alongside
Deleuze’s in the library-pavilion: we listen to them reading aloud from texts
they have written and gain insight into their concerns and interests, ranging
from from neighbourhood life and everyday activities to racism, faith, the
rise of the extreme right in Austria and the French victory at the 1998 FIFA
World Cup. Similarly, the Gramsci Radio broadcast at Gramsci Monument
recalled Tenantspin, and during my visit, locals, guests and visitors were discussing the New York Police Department’s ‘stop and frisk’ policy and racial
profiling. But Passages and the Gramsci Radio station were each only one
element among so many others in Hirschhorn’s respective projects, and the
artist delegated their production to others.
Hirschhorn has argued that a work such as Deleuze Monument could be
installed anywhere in Europe: its ‘mental’ transportability is crucial.128
Does this mean that he can be accused, by defenders of ‘new genre public
art’ perhaps, of creating an old-fashioned public sculpture that is ‘imposed’
onto a place regardless of its specificities or population? Is this why the association of residents of the Cité Louis Gros wrote a letter of refusal in response
to a letter ‘informing them that a project by Thomas Hirschhorn would be
built on the central square of the Cité on the occasion of “La Beauté”
2000’?129 Critic and curator Maria Lind has objected to Hirschhorn’s projects on these very grounds. Since Hirschhorn’s Monuments are conceived
in advance, she has argued, the only role available to a local participant is
that of ‘executor’ rather than ‘co-creator’. 130 The autonomy of the work,
championed by Hirschhorn as a fundamental characteristic of a work that
can exist with or without others’ participation, is as antithetical to Lind’s
perspective as to Lacy’s or Bourriaud’s. Indeed, Hirschhorn’s definition of
beauty as the ‘capacity to think’ differs equally from both Jean de Loisy’s
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ideal of timeless values and its polar opposite, an ‘anti-aesthetic’ stance that
systematically attacks notions of beauty and autonomy as reactionary.131
Deleuze Monument seems to embody apparent contradictions between
autonomy and participation, between authority and conviviality, between
the artist’s singular one-man mission and his desire to engage with the other.
Such tensions set Hirschhorn’s works apart from contemporary participatory projects, whether the ‘relational aesthetics’ defined by Bourriaud, the
‘new genre public art’ defended by Lacy or ethnographic ‘portraits’ like
Clegg & Guttmann’s Firminy Music Library. Indeed, the very existence of
such contradictions reflects the artist’s decision, after the failure of
Souvenirs du XXè siècle, to refuse to smooth over any tensions between his
will and the reality on the ground. When Hervé Laurent informed
Hirschhorn that his angélisme had failed to take into account the ‘seriousness of the social fracture’,132 he was in fact attributing an intention to the
artist that was more akin to that of relational aesthetics or community art.
Bourriaud himself had used this very term in praising art as an ‘angelic programme’ aimed at ‘patiently mending the relational fabric’ torn apart by the
‘society of spectacle’.133 Similarly, the rhetoric around community art often
revolves around notions of help and empathy, to the point of conjuring, at
times, images of the artist as a shaman or a healer. However different, both
types of practices aim to arrive at consensual exchanges. In Deleuze
Monument, Hirschhorn accepted refusal, conflict and vandalism as possible (though not inevitable) components: they are included among the unpredictable outcomes of the confrontation that Hirschhorn set up with this
work, along with discussions, exchange and collaboration.134 Thus, it is
because of this human involvement, as much as in its form or content, that a
work such as Deleuze Monument relates to its specific location.
Intense, Complex, Demanding
‘It was a demanding, beautiful and difficult experience’, concluded
Hirschhorn in his note concerning the dismantlement of Deleuze
Monument.135 The conjunction of such adjectives is recurrent in
Hirschhorn’s reflections on collective works such as the Monuments, as if
the experiences were beautiful, interesting, rich and intense exactly because
they were difficult, tiring, complex and demanding. Such ‘a constant
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challenge’, according to Hirschhorn, prevents the work from becoming yet
another form of ‘spectacle’.136
I can only try to guess, from the documentation and existing literature,
in what ways the experience of Deleuze Monument might have been intense,
difficult or beautiful. Falling by the wayside of any documentation are the
inherently subjective impressions, sensations and interactions that make up
the fabric of experience. During the two days that I spent at Gramsci
Monument, I observed with curiosity Gramsci’s possessions displayed in
the ‘Gramsci Museum’; flirted with DJ Baby Dee on the Gramsci Monument
radio channel; supported the residents’ association of the Forest Houses by
buying a souvenir T-shirt; enjoyed hamburgers at the snack bar while chatting with Myrna Alvarez, who cooked and served me food, as well as with
Lex Brown, who ran the children’s workshop, and other workers, residents
and visitors. I also tried to focus on the daily lectures of philosopher Marcus
Steinweg, listened with pleasure to talks by artist Alfredo Jaar and Gramsci
specialist Nadia Urbinati, cheered on residents singing their own R&B and
rap compositions and danced to a visitor’s rendition of two Ray Charles
songs. Without such a wealth of activities as those organised for Gramsci
Monument, would Deleuze Monument have felt as animated? The weather
in Avignon is good, but there was no snack bar in which to hang out at the
Cité Champfleury, so I may not have been inclined to stay very long. (The
idea of a snack bar, set up by Hirschhorn from Bataille Monument onwards,
was in fact suggested to the artist by the Avignon residents.) But who’s to tell
whether or not I would have gotten on well enough with the team, or other
passing residents, to chat with them about Hirschhorn, or ‘La Beauté’, or the
idea of a Capital of Culture? Would I have managed to shed my middle-class
anxieties and converse with the unknown other? This was evidently not a
problem at Gramsci Monument, where downtown New Yorkers as well as
Brooklynites and other visitors who had made the trip over to this unfamiliar neighbourhood, mixed easily with local residents.137
What does come through, albeit impressionistically, in the documentation of Deleuze Monument is the affective dimension of Hirschhorn’s work,
which can be glimpsed in the reactions of the Cité Champfleury’s residents.
In Coraly Suard’s film, a young man, Kamal Elkimi, remembers that
Hirschhorn told him that Deleuze changed his life. While he does not go so
far as to say that Hirschhorn has changed his, he is ready to grant that the
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artist has definitely ‘opened [his] eyes’. Two other men, identified only by
their first names but likely members of the team who built and maintained
the monument, are cited in different newspaper articles. Mahmed informs
Libération art critic Elisabeth Lebovici that only 8,000 people live within
the Avignon walls, while 80,000 reside outside;138 Salim complains to
another journalist that ‘culture in this city never goes beyond the walls. They
think we’re not normal people. Avignon, for them, is just the city centre,
that’s all. And that’s what isn’t normal!’ To another reviewer, Salim confides,
‘I’m not interested in contemporary art, I did it for Thomas.’139
For most of the journalists, such exclamations testified to the work’s socalled impact on the population of the Cité Champfleury, but this kind of
assessment suggests concrete, if not measureable, outcomes, of the kind that
drive community arts more than Hirschhorn’s projects. For Hirschhorn, the
affective dimension of human exchanges, dialogues and misunderstandings
seems to have been as important in Deleuze Monument as the information
provided about the philosopher. This dynamic would have reflected the
structure of Deleuze Monument itself, which included an altar as a ‘private’
homage ‘from the heart’ (as the artist described it),140 as well as public spaces
of collective celebration and discussion, combined, in the case of the library,
with the possibility of learning more about the philosopher. (Deleuze
Monument would in fact be the only one in the series to include an altar,
which would be replaced with an exhibition component in the two subsequent Monuments.) For his part, Deleuze, in the Abécédaire, insists that
concepts are never disconnected from either percepts (senses) or affects
(emotions). This is why there are, according to Deleuze, multiple readings of
philosophy, including those in which it is understood emotionally as much
as conceptually, if not more.
Whether children in the Cité Champfleury referred to Deleuze as a
friend of the artist’s, whether the adolescents understood his philosophy as
well as they grasped Hirschhorn’s motivations for building Deleuze
Monument outside the city walls or whether they helped him build it
because he paid them or because they liked him as a person is, it seems to me,
ultimately irrelevant. It is because the ‘beauty’ of philosophy lies in the possibility of philosophical and non-philosophical readings, according to
Deleuze, that there is no need to understand everything. Just like
Hirschhorn, Deleuze takes on the persona of the fan, as he restages his
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favourite philosopher’s ideas in order to keep them alive, rather than analysing them critically through a conventional textual interpretation. Everyone
can find in a text or a lecture answers to their own specific concerns, as was
suggested by Hirschhorn’s ever-shifting, fragmentary and polyphonic altar
to Deleuze. Similarly, Hirschhorn might have ‘opened’ Kamal’s, Mahmed’s
or Salim’s ‘eyes’ only to what they were interested in seeing for themselves.
Deleuze imagined his lectures as a space in which each student could help
him or herself to concepts they would develop independently. Likewise,
Hirschhorn does not set out to respond directly to his interlocutors’ needs
and talents, thus neglecting, as Glenn Ligon observed of Gramsci
Monument, the local community’s history and specificities.141 In this sense,
Hirschhorn is not a ‘social worker’ (as he likes to repeat), teacher or
ethnographer.142
What I love in the notion of ‘gift’ is the offensive, demanding and
even aggressive part in it, it’s the part that provokes the Other to
give more! It’s the part which implies a response to the gift, a real
and active response. The gift or the work must be a challenge… 143
According to Hirschhorn, then, a demanding work will require the participant to respond with an equal amount of energy and commitment. If keeping the equipment safe in the cité requires constant vigilance, that’s a mission in itself! If watching Deleuze’s Abécédaire in full requires over seven
hours of attention, there’s a challenge for you! If finding my way from
Avignon’s city centre to the Cité Champfleury was going to be a hassle, and if
it took more time and effort than visiting ‘La Beauté in fabula’, so much the
better!
Hirschhorn’s opinion resonates with Miwon Kwon’s analysis of the gift
as a bond based on the obligation of exchange.144 Kwon’s discussion of participatory practices as gifts, from Joseph Beuys to Gabriel Orozco, largely
hinges on the argument that artists as givers assert their own superiority by
suggesting that they know how their participatory works can help us, for
example, by liberating us (as Filliou and Oiticica indeed hoped to).
Nevertheless, Kwon also acknowledges that the receiver can refuse to accept
the gift, leaving the giver powerless and revealing the vulnerability inherent
to the initial affirmation of superiority. Furthermore, Kwon remarks that
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holding on to the gift can be as important as reciprocating it. In this case
‘keeping it over time’ can help secure a ‘continuity of social relations’.145
Such complex and at times contradictory dynamics ran throughout
Deleuze Monument. On the one hand, in all of Hirschhorn’s Monuments he
obligates participants and viewers to join in a regime of excessive love,
energy and commitment. (There is no doubt that the collective commitment
of everyone at Gramsci Monument made me want to spend more time
there.) On the other hand, the fragile materials of Deleuze Monument and
its precarious status as it was ‘exposed’ to the unpredictability of public
space opened it up to rejection and destruction. Following the refusal of the
Cité Louis Gros residents, who objected to an artist’s work being imposed on
their residential space, Hirschhorn would be careful to adjust the tone of his
initial posters and invitations in subsequent projects. The informational letter for Deleuze Monument, drafted by the exhibition’s organisers, had
announced that ‘Thomas Hirschhorn has chosen to install his work in the
heart of the Cité Louis Gros. […] The artist would like to meet local residents
to talk to them about a project in which he would like to involve them.’146 In
contrast, the 2003 invitation poster/tract for Musée Précaire Albinet,
designed by Hirschhorn himself, described the idea for the project before
underlining that it was ‘for and with the residents!’ and calling for their
help: ‘We need you! You are all welcome!’147 His plea is closer to the rhetoric
of weakness and entreaty in Les Plaintifs, les bêtes, les ridicules, underlining the vulnerability of the artist.
Another consequence, perhaps, of the problems caused by the third
party mediation of Deleuze Monument by the exhibition team for ‘La
Beauté’ (in the absence of the artist) would be Hirschhorn’s insistence on
dealing with residents directly, on his own, ‘one-to-one’, as a ‘minority’ –
thus echoing Deleuze’s constant focus on ‘becoming minor’ as a means to
counter fixed categories.148 Furthermore, by renting an apartment in the
low-income housing where he produced his Bataille Monument in Kassel in
2002 or one street away from the Forest Houses in the South Bronx for the
more recent Gramsci Monument, Hirschhorn cast himself, inevitably, as an
outsider. Such choices isolated Hirschhorn and allowed him to downplay
the superior position of the artist as ‘giver’ of public art, while maintaining
the authority of the artist-worker-soldier, the passionate team leader fighting for the work’s right to exist.
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In addition to asking participants to reciprocate, Hirschhorn entrusted
residents with the responsibility of maintaining Deleuze Monument. In
Kwon’s estimation, ‘it takes a certain commitment and vigilance to abide by
the obligation to keep a gift’.149 In order to ask for such commitment and
vigilance, Hirschhorn would realise that he had to be the first party to give
his work, his time, his engagement. Helping the residents to take care of the
project (and to dismantle it), he came to more fully understand, was a mark
of respect. At Gramsci Monument, Lex Brown would confirm to me that
she would probably not be willing to spend two months working seven days
a week – animating children’s workshops, in her case – without a break were
the artist not willing to do the same. This kind of monumental ‘machine’ (as
he called Bataille Monument) could only run on the committed presence of
the artist, his full-time invited collaborators (an assistant, an ‘ambassador’
and a philosopher, all housed near the Forest Houses), and the employed
residents. This is why Hirschhorn’s work after Deleuze Monument was less
‘based on participation’ than on what he has called ‘presence and production’.150 This is where, I believe, Hirschhorn fully diverged from the focus of
‘relational aesthetics’ on conviviality and came closer to the ‘new genre public art’ defined by Lacy as a responsible, continuous, ‘labour-intensive’ and
‘emotional and physical’ commitment.151
Persistence and Precariousness
Presence
‘If I’d been in Avignon the whole time,’ Hirschhorn would admit to Alison
Gingeras, ‘I could have seen the Deleuze Monument through to the end of
the exhibition.’152 The artist has repeatedly attributed the early dismantlement of this work to his discontinuous and insufficient presence on site.
Consequently, with Bataille Monument, ‘the most important decision was
to be on site during the entire exhibition period’. His continuous presence
allowed the artist to address three distinct practical issues central to his
work. Firstly, the artist decided to be present much like a caretaker who
switches the electricity on, checks that the video players are working and
monitors the physical condition of the constructions. During Musée
Précaire Albinet, Hirschhorn found himself cleaning the site at the end of
each day. For Bataille Monument, he supervised a designated team responsible for the sculpture’s repair, as well as repairing the other constructions
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himself. As of Deleuze Monument, Hirschhorn has managed to secure adequate salaries for all those residents employed in his projects, and has also
acted as an on-site manager, responding to his employees’ needs and
questions.
Moreover, being on site during Deleuze Monument would have allowed
the artist to notice, and respond to, the disappearance of the video player
from the library. This responsive decision-making constitutes the second
kind of work that a continuous presence would accommodate. For example,
for Musée Précaire Albinet, Hirschhorn was able to address with his team
the fact that some visitors had their parked cars broken into during the exhibition’s opening days. After consultation, they decided to set up a parking lot
with security guards. As project director Yvanne Chapuis remembers, such
processes of ‘adjustment’ would be ‘necessary, even essential’ during the
whole eight weeks of Musée Précaire Albinet.153 On the ground, the artist
could respond to such unexpected occurrences as well as daily problems,
including tensions within his team and diffident or hostile behaviours in the
cité. Being on site every day provided the conditions for constant dialogue
and discussion, ‘minority to minority’.154
Accepting reality as it is does not mean, Hirschhorn has explained,
approving of theft; it simply means deciding to make a project in a neighbourhood where such delinquent acts could occur.155 Taking responsibility
for such a decision has involved, above all, not calling the police. When the
hi-fi material was stolen the day before the Deleuze Monument opening or
when Hirschhorn’s apartment in Kassel was broken into during the first
week of Bataille Monument, he realised that his finding an alternative solution to contacting law enforcement would allow him to assert his personal
authority and gain the residents’ trust. In both cases, he was able to coax the
suspects into sympathising with his position, and the stolen goods were
returned. Had this tactic not succeeded, he has admitted, it would have been
a sign that the project was ‘out of touch’ with the reality on the ground.156
The artist’s presence and energy were further required to run the programmes for Bataille Monument or Musée Précaire Albinet on a daily
basis. Bataille Monument, for example, not only included larger, more
numerous and more varied spaces than Deleuze Monument, it also hosted
daily events such as the production in a special television studio of a short
report by young residents, which was then broadcast on a local television
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channel, and occasional workshops with authors invited in advance by
Hirschhorn. In his account of Bataille Monument, Hirschhorn complains
that he kept running out of energy. He did not have the stamina to supervise
the daily production of films, which sometimes lacked ‘intensity’ or
‘vibrancy’, because there had not been enough discussions beforehand.157
He was also too busy to encourage the residents to organise their own workshops, as he had hoped they would. The event schedules for Musée Précaire
Albinet, in Aubervilliers, Biljmer Spinoza-Festival (2009), in Amsterdam or
Gramsci Monument, in New York, would be even more demanding and
intensive, involving more regular sequences of activities, ranging from the
installation of weekly exhibitions as well as lectures, debates and children's
and writing workshops, to the production of a daily newspaper and the performance of a play (in Amsterdam and New York) and a daily radio feed
and weekly art classes (in New York). Gramsci Monument and Biljmer
Spinoza-Festival, like Bataille Monument, included a snack bar run by residents, while collective meals were organised on the main lawn of the cité in
Aubervilliers. Extra staff were required for the construction and maintenance of different spaces, and residents could also get involved in other
activities in addition to hanging around the snack bar (in Amsterdam and
New York, visitors could listen to lectures from the bar itself). This mix of
spaces, as well as various opportunities and possible degrees of involvement,
may have been in response to the poor attendance at some of the activities
scheduled at Musée Précaire Albinet despite the artist’s persistent attempts
to muster young residents’ enthusiasm. In any case, these experiences do
give the impression of being more ‘complex’ and ‘intense’ han those at the
Deleuze Monument, where residents were offered little to do once it had
been constructed apart from maintaining the work and greeting the few outside visitors who dropped by. It may have been because the opening of
Deleuze Monument constituted its most intense moment that Hirschhorn
would decide in his subsequent projects to introduce other events and activities in order to repeatedly facilitate encounters between different audiences,
and to maintain a common focus for residents and visitors.
In addition, preparatory work in advance of the construction of Bataille
Monument, Musée Précaire Albinet, Biljmer Spinoza-Festival or Gramsci
Monument sought to pre-empt the kind of refusal that had greeted Deleuze
Monument little more than three months before its planned construction.
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For Bataille Monument, Hirschhorn travelled regularly to Kassel in order
to meet potential collaborators before selecting the location. Getting to know
Lothar Kannenberg, the charismatic manager of a boxing camp for young
people, determined Hirschhorn’s choice of the Friedrich Wöhler apartment
block, and served as the artist’s starting point to convince the residents to get
involved in the project. Finding support from community insiders well in
advance of each project would become a vital stage in works such as Musée
Précaire Albinet or Gramsci Monument. As Hirschhorn concluded,
Deleuze Monument helped him understand that people counted far more
than the site in the choice of the work’s location.158
Maintenance, Appearance
Persistence and tenacity, struggle and endurance. Stand up, hold on and get
to the end, keep going and keep your promises. Be present, be awake, be
alert. Push the work’s limits, push your own limits. Take care of the work,
exhaust yourself. The vocabulary used by Hirschhorn to describe projects
such as the Monuments is both physical and mental, as if urgency and commitment are to be expressed through the limits of the body itself. (The artist’s
missions are also carried out persistently in his prolific writings, talks and
interviews, which often repeat and revisit his themes and preoccupations, as
if to keep affirming their relevance.) Though Hirschhorn’s works in public
space since the early 1990s had staged the precarious dynamic between
appearance and disappearance, Deleuze Monument was the first to emphasise the centrality of maintenance – the collective, physical activity of prolonging this moment of appearance; the relentless, repetitive activities necessary to temporarily stave off its disappearance. As Deleuze explains in
Abécédaire, ‘active’ thinking can only counter ‘reactive forces’ by affirming
life forces (‘puissances’), energy, freedom and joy against the powers (‘pouvoirs’) that seek to constrain, in one way or another, these very forces. Rather
than failing to liberate these forces, the early dismantlement of Deleuze
Monument suggested that these forces had, quite simply, reached a point of
exhaustion.
‘[A]fter the revolution, who’s going to pick up the garbage on Monday
morning?’ asked feminist artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles in her 1969
‘Maintenance Art Manifesto’.159 If the avant-garde artwork, according to
Ukeles, traditionally celebrated the ideal of progress – characterised by
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creation, originality, innovation, change and excitement – her art would
address issues of maintenance, which seek to ‘keep the dust off’, ‘preserve
the new; sustain the change; protect progress’ and ‘renew the excitement’.
Though Hirschhorn’s work is very different from Ukeles’s maintenance
performances of the late 1960s and early 70s, his growing consciousness of
the vital importance of such banal, boring and repetitive tasks resonates
with her theoretical concerns. Hirschhorn often uses the words ‘take care’
as a way of signing off his emails and when talking about the maintenance of
his work; Ukeles’s ‘Maintenance Art Manifesto’ was written for a proposed
exhibition project entitled ‘Care’.
In her 1958 treatise The Human Condition, a book recommended by
Hirschhorn as key reading for political thought, Hannah Arendt had
already distinguished work – the creative activities of craftsmen, architects
and engineers that are aimed at producing durable objects – from labour,
which pertains to all the maintenance activities necessary for the daily survival of the physical body – cooking, cleaning and caring for children among
them. The third kind of activity central to the human condition according to
Arendt, action, shares with labour the fact that it does not produce an object.
Unlike labour, Arendt argued, action is a fundamentally interpersonal, public and political activity that can have lasting consequences. Action involves
collective judgements and responsibilities, and takes place in a ‘space of
appearance’ that ‘comes into being’ when human beings come together to
discuss, make decisions and act in concert.160 I consider Deleuze Monument
to be the first work by Hirschhorn to bring together the three fields of activity that Arendt defined as fundamental to the human condition. Not only do
Hirschhorn’s Monuments involve work as well as labour, they also allow a
‘space of appearance’. In the case of Deleuze Monument, a political space of
speech and action came to life in the Cité Champfleury. For Hirschhorn,
‘being there’ has often meant ‘being with’. Standing on a platform where
Schwitters’s Merzbau would have been, visitors to Hirschhorn’s Kurt
Schwitters-Platform (conceived in 2000 and built in 2011) were invited to
connect mentally with this artist’s destroyed work, just as standing in front
of an altar to Deleuze was a means of thinking about, and with, the philosopher. With Deleuze Monument, this ‘being with’ became, in addition, a
‘being together’, further allowing art and philosophy to be put in action in a
‘concrete’ way, to use Deleuze’s terminology.
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Other artistic practices of the 1960s and 90s have also metaphorically
invoked this Arendtian ‘space of appearance’ by developing precarious –
rather than ephemeral – forms, the unstable physical existence of which is
determined by human actions and decisions.161 The forms themselves suggest that they stage their own potential disappearance, just as Arendt’s space
of action and speech can vanish as quickly as it appeared – ‘with the dispersal’ of the humans that had come together when the shared actions and
speech come to an end.162 When Gabriel Orozco displayed Empty Shoe Box
as his sole contribution to the ‘Aperto’ exhibition at the 1993 Venice Biennale,
or Martin Creed simply crumpled a blank sheet of A4 paper for Work no.88
(1994), or Francis Alÿs pushed a block of ice through the streets of Mexico
City until it had fully melted for Paradox of Praxis I (1997), such discrete
almost imperceptible interventions appeared to focus on a similar interval
between appearance and disappearance. Though Hirschhorn’s aesthetic of
excess is very different to the fleeting gestures of these artists, for me all four
indicate a sensitivity to the ‘beauty of precariousness’ as a ‘movement’ to be
performed, as an ‘instant’ to be captured – to use Hirschhorn’s terms.163 The
use of commonplace, humble materials and the fragility of these constructions allow for a state of heightened alertness to the world. All these artists’
works refuse to intimidate the viewer, and gently mock artistic pretensions
to the eternal and the monumental. Whereas precariousness in the work of
Filliou and Oiticica had been presented as a liberating alternative to the
dominant conformism of consumer society (and, in the case of Oiticica, a
repressive dictatorial regime), such tactics in the 1990s seem to reflect a particular concern with creating precarious ‘spaces of appearance’ in the interstices – rather than in the disappearing margins – of contemporary capitalism itself.
Though the futility of precarious actions such as Orozco’s, Creed’s and
Alÿs’s brought them closer to the aesthetic of the loser or the idiot, they were
neither pathetic nor cynical. They revealed a persistent faith in the transformative potential of art as experience, however minute. In this sense, this
positive value of precariousness offered an alternative to the negative use of
the term in debates surrounding job precarity in the late 1990s and early
2000s. When sociologist Pierre Bourdieu expressed his support for a strike
of unemployed workers in France in 1997, for example, he deplored the fact
that the increasing erosion of job security in Europe and North America had
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led to a depoliticised apathy in the absence of the material and existential
bases required to rebel against such unstable living conditions, let alone construct a viable future.164 In response to these debates, which were particularly lively in France, Hirschhorn decided to re-appropriate the term ‘precarious’ because he was simply ‘fed up’ with hearing it used negatively.165
His inclusion, in two works of 2010 and 2011, of the sentence ‘Les précaires
sont sur le pied de guerre’ (‘The precarious are on the war path’), written on
a banner, pointed to a shift in political debates in the first decade of the
twenty-first century.166 Culled from a newspaper or a demonstration placard, this sentence suggests how unemployed and anti-precarity demonstrators at the beginning of the twenty-first century would increasingly voice
their concerns and perspectives, and adopt the term as a positive
self-designation.
By 2010, the précaires had indeed opened their ‘space of appearance’
outside the traditional field of trade-union activism centred on the figure of
the salaried worker. Crucially, such movements of a growing precariat
attempted, as Gerald Raunig explained, to establish surprising alliances
among a variety of workers, ranging from freelance web designers to immigrant domestic workers.167 I agree with Hal Foster that it is precisely ‘along
this interface’ that Hirschhorn ‘sited’ projects such as Deleuze Monument,
in which he confronted the ‘precarious’ status of the artist, and of the work
of art, with the reality experienced by a precarious population.168 Most
directly, Hirschhorn offered paid work to unemployed residents; on another
level, Deleuze Monument took them seriously as an audience for contemporary art, culture and philosophy. Furthermore, as philosopher Jacques
Rancière underlines in his 2009–10 exchange with Hirschhorn, the presence of the artist and the work over a continuous time sets up a specific temporal framework in which to construct a space of appearance ‘affirming
anybody’s ability to see, produce and think’. A ‘fluctuating temporality’,
according to Rancière, allowed Hirschhorn’s practice of ‘presence and production’ to operate at the junction of both his work and others’ ‘experiences
of work’, as well as the junction between his free time and others’ ‘idle time’,
in an unpredictable, back-and-forth movement typical of ‘current forms of
precariousness and intermittence’ in the job market. ‘Making different
times equal’, Rancière observes, is what enables Hirschhorn’s work to ‘create public spaces’.169 My temporal experience of Gramsci Monument
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allowed me to share a space of appearance with the artist, the residents of
Forest Houses, guest speakers and other visitors, and to be moved by the
work’s sheer pulsating energy. Although Gramsci Monument, unlike
Deleuze Monument, was generously funded (by the Dia Art Foundation, as
well as other foundations and private sponsors), and conceived with the full
approval and financial support of the New York City authorities, it nevertheless set up a similarly precarious space, in that its survival and success
ultimately remained largely dependent on the good will, participation and
decisions of all involved.
As I have pondered Hirschhorn’s formal and discursive vocabulary of
work, labour and action, a number of images from 2011 have come to mind:
los indignados camping on the Puerta del Sol in Madrid; tents in the Occupy
Wall Street protest in New York; huddled bodies camping day and night on
Tahrir Square during the Arab Spring. They speak of a desire to give life to a
‘space of appearance’, and, more importantly, to maintain it over an
extended period of time. Unlike traditional political marches, demonstrations or street actions, this new generation of political expression focuses on
the occupation of space and time. Firstly, the occupation of space over a
period of time constituted, as William J.T. Mitchell has put it, ‘a demand in
its own right, a demand for presence, an insistence on being heard, before
any specific political demands are made’. Mitchell directly perceives this
space as the ‘space of appearance’ outlined by Arendt, to the extent that ‘it is
prior to politics’ and it marks out ‘a potentially revolutionary and constitutive site of assembly, speech and action’. Secondly, occupation was also conceived as ‘an art of duration and endurance’ that involved holding on in the
face of rain, exhaustion and police violence. ‘In tiny Zuccotti Park, as in
Tahrir Square,’ notes Mitchell, ‘medical facilities, food services, libraries,
clothing dispensaries and communication centres sprang up.’170
Maintenance, here, became as important as appearance.
Crucially, as Judith Butler has noted, such movements highlighted ‘the
bodily dimensions of action’ and what ‘holds’ these bodies there, together; in
other words, ‘their conditions of persistence and of power’. Butler has criticised Arendt’s separation of labour and action, which is modelled on the
Greek polis, where labour is carried out by slaves and women, who are
excluded from the public sphere. In contrast, Butler has argued that the
‘space of appearance does not belong to a sphere of politics separate from a
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sphere of survival and of need’. On Tahrir Square, bodies ‘acted in concert’
as much as they ‘slept in public’: they were ‘both vulnerable and demanding’, and they were equal by appearing together.171
It is in this mix of precariousness and power, I would argue, that Deleuze
Monument is akin to such political actions of occupation. The ‘beauty of precariousness’, to use the artist’s phrase again, is that it is both ‘vulnerable and
demanding’, as Butler puts it, both dependent and combative. Butler’s
reflexions on occupation follow from her earlier definition of precariousness as the instant when we fail to exist in ‘the moment of being addressed’
by the other;172 this risk of failure constitutes a ‘shared condition of precarity’ that ‘situates our political lives’.173 Significantly, Butler’s definition
recalls Deleuze’s discussion of Spinoza’s Ethics: ‘A body affects other bodies, or is affected by other bodies; it is this capacity for affecting and being
affected that also defines a body in its individuality.’174 Deleuze Monument
pushed Hirschhorn’s attempt ‘to join the space of the precarious’ further
than any of his previous works had by inscribing it in this existential nexus
of persistent and responsive bodies, of affect and individuality. From
Spinoza to Deleuze and Gramsci, Hirschhorn has always been interested in
philosophies that consider the human as a mobile, shifting and, above all,
shared state of becoming. Ultimately, in order to resist society’s ‘reactive
forces’, according to Deleuze, philosophy and art must thrive on the diversity, plurality and singularity of such contingent becomings.
By writing about the precarious beauty of Deleuze Monument, I have
attempted neither to mythologise its premature end nor to fill the void of my
missed encounter with nostalgic longing. I would argue that the story of its
creation and destruction, through which I discovered this work in the shape
of its documentation, reveals its significance in the same way as action is
revealed through its narration. As Arendt explained, ‘action almost never
achieves its purpose’, but ‘it “produces” stories … as naturally as fabrication
produces tangible things’.175 The precariousness of Deleuze Monument in
the present lies at this intersection between stories and ‘tangible things’.
After the tangible disappears, only the stories remains. My memory of the
stories inserts itself in the ‘web of relationships’, as Arendt called it, of other
memories – of those who built and dismantled Deleuze Monument, those
who visited it, those who heard of it and those others who, like me, read
about it.
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